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ABSTRACT
Gottfredson and Hirschi's A General Theory of Crime
(1990) motivated much research on the concept of selfcontrol and its relationship to crime, delinquency, and
deviant behavior.

Although researchers are aware of this

theory's contribution to criminological research, some
confusion about the exact nature of the relationship between
self-control and criminal behavior (as specified by
Gottfredson and Hirschi) remains.
To clarify this relationship, the assumptions most
vital to the theory are explained.

One theorem derived from

these assumptions regards the role of opportunity in deviant
behavior.

Gottfredson and Hirschi clearly posit opportunity

as a necessary but not sufficient condition for criminal
(and analogous non-criminal) behavior to occur.

The precise

role of opportunity in self-control theory, however, is
somewhat unclear in Gottfredson and Hirschi's work.

The

present work clarifies this element of opportunity, searches
for a measure of self-control that is opportunity free, and
addresses the relationship between this type of measure and
delinquent behavior using data from the National Youth
Survey.
The role of opportunity in this theory is clarified
using gender differences in delinquent behavior as a tool
for separating the components of opportunity.

Using gender

10

differences in several delinquent behaviors, the existence
of the two components of opportunity (one inherent in the
act and one inherent in the actor)is confirmed.
After establishing these elements of opportunity,
gender differences are used to facilitate the search for a
measure of self-control that is distinct from both.

This

attitudinal measure raises the issue of the role of
attitudes in Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory.
The final analysis focuses on the relationships between
attitudes (both children's and parent's) and children's
delinquent behavior.

Log-linear models are used to specify

the structures of these relationships, which are
complimentary to Gottfredson and Hirschi's assumptions
regarding social norms, parental influence on children's
value systems, and an individual's ability to engage in
behaviors that they realize are inappropriate.

11

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

12

control theories have a long history in the study of
crime and delinquency.

With roots in the classical work of

Beccaria, Bentham, Durkheim, and Hobbes, various forms of
control theory have become embedded in the structure of
delinquency research.

In general, control theories are

differentiated from other social disorganization models by
the assumption that every individual experiences the strain
of unfulfilled wants; they are differentiated from cultural
models by the assumption that individuals are capable of
acting in ways that are not in accordance with their
cultural normsl.
A General Theory of Crime

Recently, Gottfredson and Hirschi have proposed a
general theory of crime (1990).

An offspring of earlier

control theories, their general theory posits self-control
as the mechanism through which hedonistic tendencies are
repressed.

One important implication of this theory is that

it provides an explanation of criminal behavior that
transcends the usual boundaries of criminological theory.
Specifically, the authors assert that all criminal behavior
can be explained as a result of the same forces;

white

collar crime, ghetto crime, violent crime, petty theft, and
drug abuse are explained within a single theoretical

lKornhauser 1978, chapter 2.
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framework.

In addition, the theory posits no need for a

unique framework based on social class, race, or gender.
Explaining every type of force or fraud within a single
theoretical framework presents unique challenges, and has
brought several critical issues to light.

In this chapter,

I will specify the assumptions and definitions central to
this control theory, and address criticisms prompted by this
new perspective.

I will also discuss the elements of the

theory that will be tested in later chapters.
explication of the theory.

First, an

In his 1969 Theory Construction,

Blalock discusses the process of creating testable theory
from ideology.

This transformation involves multiple levels

of conceptualization.

Although deductive theory may be

initiated conceptually through axioms (causal assertions
about the nature of the relationships between constructs of
interest), both axioms and theorems must be present to
complete theory.

These axiomatic foundations of theory are,

causal assertions that strictly speaking will be
untestable because of the fact that it will never
be possible to control for all 'relevant'
variables ... But if our axioms contain such causal
assertions, and if we make certain additional
assumptions concerning the operation of extraneous
factors, we shall then be in a position to derive
from our axioms testable theorems (1969:11).
Thus, the specification of essential components of a theory
into axioms, crucial but inherently untestable assertions of
the theory, should precede empirical evaluation of the
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theory.
In A General Theory of Crime, Gottfredson and Hirschi
(1990) are careful to explicate the theoretical
underpinnings that drive their work as well as differentiate
their position from other theories of crime.

In this work,

I will link these axiomatic concepts with directly testable
theorems that facilitate empirical evaluation of the theory.
Initially, the authors establish their conception of
human nature as an expression of self-interest.

Human

beings naturally seek pleasure and avoid pain.
Additionally, they seek the pleasure that is least difficult
to obtain. This is the first axiom crucial to the theory:
Human nature is hedonistic.
This assumption is diametrically opposed to the
conception that man is inherently social, which is popular
in both sociological and criminological theory.

The

construction of social groups, and thus societies, must be
explained as occurrences that in some sense defy the laws of
nature.

For this explanation, the authors consult

criminologists from the classical school.

Following the

works of Cesare Beccaria, Jeremy Bentham, and Thomas Hobbes,
they perceive the natural tendencies of human behavior to be
regulated by a complete system of sanctions 2 that includes,
2These sanctions are laid out explicitly in Bentham
(1789).
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but is not limited to, legal sanctions.

Bentham's forms of

sanctions include physical, political, moral, and religious
sanctions.

Imposition of these sanctions is conducted by

many authorities--family, friends, social figures, religious
figures, political and legal systems, and ultimately, God.
Consequently, it is highly improbable that any member of
society will not be regulated by at least one of these types
of sanctions at some time.
Gottfredson and Hirschi extend this concept of
restraint to include an internal component, self-control.
Self-control is the extent to which individuals are
constrained from criminal and analogous non-criminal acts
(1990:87).

The authors are careful to differentiate self-

control from traditional definitions of criminality or
conscience.

As Gottfredson and Hirschi see it, self-control

has no element of motivation--people are not compelled to
conformity or criminal behavior, as they are in the
traditional definitions of criminality and conscience,
respectively3.

Self-control is conceptualized as existing

to some extent in all individuals, while being complete in
no one (thus, no individual defies their natural
inclinations entirely).

In contrast to social control

3The authors do use the term criminality in the text,
however, their use of the term criminality does not reflect
a motivation to crime. I will use the term in a manner
similar to Gottfredson and Hirschi.
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theory, self-control is an internal tendency that may be
present at a particular time when external controls are not.
This forms the second axiom:
Self-control is present to some extent in all individuals,
and is complete in no individual; therefore, low selfcontrol is relative, and not a characteristic that divides
the population into 'normal' and 'pathogenic' members.
This axiom is contrary to the assumptions of
criminological theories that view criminal behavior as a
sign of pathology.

Most notably, theories whose conception

of human nature is essentially social posit pathology as the
sole motivation for criminal behavior4.

Control theory sees

no need for motivation for criminal behavior beyond the
hedonism inherent in us all.
This is also contrary to cultural theories that posit
separate moral orders for each subgroup of society.

Since

there is only one moral order to be instilled, differences
in self-control are differences in the level at which the
moral order is successfully incorporated, not differences in
the type or quality of moral structure.
The first two axioms serve to establish this theory as
a control theory.

While they distinguish this work from

4See chapter 2 of A General Theory of Crime for a
detailed discussion of early positivistic theories that use
pathology models.
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cultural or strain models, the additional 3pecification of
the sources of control, and the manifestations of low (or
high) self-control are necessary to distinguish this work
from other control theories, including Hirschi's (1969)
work.
Since self-control is an internal construct, but is not
inherent in human nature, Gottfredson and Hirschi conclude
that it is constructed in early childhood.

The predominant

source of self-control is child rearing; to effectively
establish self-control in a child, the guardian must fulfill
four requirements.

These are attachment to the child

(evidenced by concern for the child's welfare), supervision
of the child (by an attached guardian), recognition of
deviant behavior, and finally, punishment of deviant
behavior (invoking some aspect of Bentham's sanctioning
system)

(1990:97-100).

The third axiom has two parts:

Self-control is largely determined in early childhood;
attachment, supervision, recognition of deviance, and
punishment of deviance create self-control in an individual.
This third axiom implies two important theorems.
First, as self-control is determined at an early age, and
consequently is difficult to increase in later years, selfcontrol does not generally increase over the life span.
This theorem impedes any integration of learning theories
with this theory, as they generally allow that the learning
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of behavioral patterns continues throughout the life course.
Conversely, Gottfredson and Hirschi do not specify any
mechanism by which self-control can be lost (also contrary
to many learning theories, and specifically contrary to
differential association).

Theorem 3a, then, is that:

An individual's level of self-control is relatively stable

throughout the life course.
Initially, this theorem seems to imply that an
individual's rate of low self-control behaviors (including
crime) will be constant over the life course.

There is,

however, much empirical evidence to the contrary.
Gottfredson and Hirschi describe this phenomenon as
"maturational reform or spontaneous desistance" (1990:136),
and define this as the post-adolescent decrease in crime,
and other low self-control behaviors, with age.

The age

curve is, then, an extant, known phenomenon that is not in
any sense 'explained' by this theory, but is a vital
component of the argument.

Thus, theorem 3b states:

Low self-control behaviors follow the age curve.

This curve

peaks in late adolescence, and generally decreases
throughout the life course, taking the form of an inverted
"j" curve 5 •

Finally, it is essential to define low self-control
5S ee Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990, Chapter 6 for many
illustrations of the age curve.
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behavior, and how it relates to crime, which is ostensibly
the central topic of their book.

Gottfredson and Hirschi

explicate the elements of self-control as follows:

Low

self-control behaviors
-provide immediate gratification of desires
-provide easy or simple gratification of desires
-are exciting, risky, or thrilling
-provide few or meager long-term benefits
-require little skill or planning
-often result in pain or discomfort for the victim6.
Clearly, there are many behaviors that fit these
criteria that are not against the law.

Rather than somewhat

arbitrary and often variant legislative distinctions, the
authors define crime as the use of force or fraud in pursuit
of self-interest (1990:15).

This stems from the classical

tradition, and avoids the difficulties often encountered in
cross-cultural examinations of crime.

There are, however,

many behaviors that have the elements of low self-control,
but do not constitute force or fraud.

Gottfredson and

Hirschi do not distinguish between these behaviors; crime
and its non-criminal equivalents are all low self-control
behaviors, and do not result from inherently different
processes, or have unique sources.

Thus, Axiom 4:

6These concepts are explained in detail on pages 89-91.
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Low self-control manifests itself in many behaviors, both
criminal and non-criminal.
This conception of crime and non-criminal equivalents
does not contradict the idea that these behaviors can or may
be sanctioned.

Many behaviors that are clearly disapproved

of by community, social, and religious groups are not
against the law.

Self-control compels individuals to abide

by both norms and laws.

Additionally, there are no special

classifications of these behaviors that require certain
skills or predilections.

The traditional concepts of

specialization and career criminals are abandoned for a more
general conception of these behaviors as easily accomplished
with little or no planning, and readily available to the
offender.

Thus, theorem 4a: Since there are many analogous

low self-control behaviors, individuals with low selfcontrol will display versatility in the behaviors in which
they engage.
The equivalency of various low self-control behaviors
is contrary to the concept of specialization in the sense
that individuals are not driven to engage in a specific
behavior (i.e. car theft).

This is not to imply that all

individuals engage in all possible low self-control
behaviors in proportion to their rate of occurrence.
Clearly, if one does not have exposure to an available,
easily commandeered automobile, one will not commit auto
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theft.

However, if one lives in a neighborhood where many

vehicles are left unattended, with keys in the ignition, the
probability of auto theft will increase.

Thus, theorem 4b:

The opportunity for engaging in a specific low self-control
behavior must be present for that behavior to occur.
Opportunity is not a necessary and sufficient condition
for behavior to occur--individuals are not driven to
specific behaviors, yet acts of low self-control are
naturally attractive.

Given sufficient ease of

accomplishment, lack of perceived danger of being
sanctioned, and perception of some resultant benefit, these
behaviors may occur.

Thus, opportunity is a necessary but

not sufficient condition for deviant behavior.
Opportunity and self-control are not independent.
Gottfredson and Hirschi assert that low self-control can be,
"counteracted by situational conditions or other properties
of the individual" and that, "high self-control effectively
reduces the possibility of crime" (1990:89).

This indicates

that opportunity may be a situational factor or some
characteristic of the individual, and that it may influence
behavior alone or in interaction with self-control.
In sum, this is a theory that predicts crime and
criminality (the propensity to commit crime) with selfcontrol and opportunity.
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Criticisms of a General Theory of Crime

Gottfredson and Hirschi's work has prompted much
response from the criminological community.

Even those who

disagree with the theory admit that it has had, and will
have, great impact on research in the field.

In his review

of the book, Akers states,
This is an important book that already has begun
to have a major impact on theoretical and
methodological discourse in criminology ... Even
those who will take issue with many of its
assertions (I count myself among this number) must
admit to the power, scope, and persuasiveness of
its argument ... A General Theory of Crime ... can be
placed among recent books, such as Hagan and coworkers' (1989), Braithwaite's (1989), and Katz's
(1989), which have kept the theoretical waters
churning (1991:201).
Despite his praise of the book, Akers raises several
issues concerning this work that he finds problematic,
including those of tautology, self-control's relationship to
other control theories, and the distinction between
positivistic and control theories.

The issue of tautology

is based on questions of the appropriate measure of selfcontrol.

If low self-control equals criminal behavior, how

can it be used to predict criminality?
Superficially, it would seem that by using deviant
behavior (low self-control) to explain deviant behavior
(crime), the authors have proffered an incontrovertible
theory.

Upon closer examination of this theory, and of
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deductive theory in general, it becomes clear that this is
not the case.
Liska (1969) clearly specifies two types of tautology
of general use in scientific inquiry: contentual-tautology
and relational-tautology.

The former is seen as

inappropriate, and is described by Liska as operating at the
empirical level.

The latter, relational-tautology, is

defined as,
propositions which are tautological on the
theoretical, not the operational level, and in
which the definitional link between the antecedent
and consequent conditions is relational, not
contentual (a similarity of content) (1969:448).
These relational-tautologies are inherent in much
scientific research, and are commonly used as the
definitions upon which research is based7. Blalock includes
a detailed discussion of the importance of these tautologies
in the transformation of ideology in testable theory in his
1969 Theory Construction.
Because the theory clearly specifies the relational
tautology (essentially, that self-control and opportunity
determine the occurrence of crime), it is not tautological
at the theoretical level.
issue becomes more complex.

On the operational level, this
Since self-control is

7In physics, for example, force is defined as mass
times acceleration. See Liska (1969) for discussions of
this and other examples.
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established early in the life course, and is reflected by
both criminal and non-criminal behaviors, the possibility of
contentual tautology must be recognized.

This possibility,

however, does not preclude the non-tautological
operationalization of the concepts inherent in the theory.
At some level, this theory says that deviant behavior
predicts deviant behavior.
theories.

So do many other criminological

The correlation between prior criminal

involvement and future criminal involvement has been
recognized for some time, and any theory that denied the
relationship would suffer for doing so.

There are, however,

other predictions to be made from the relationship between
self-control, opportunity, and crime.
Self-control can be measured in many ways.

Low self-

control does manifest itself in criminal behavior, but it
also manifests itself in many non-criminal behaviors that
may be used as operational measures of self-control.

This

has been demonstrated by the multiple measures of selfcontrol used in the field (see Grasmick et ale 1993; Keane
et ale 1993 for two recent examples).

In part, evaluation

of the constructs central to the theory is dependent on the
operationalization of these constructs, however, this is not
unique to Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory.

As discussed by

Blalock (1969), any axiomatic theory must be operationalized
before it can be empirically tested.

Gottfredson and
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Hirschi have provided a plethora of guidelines for the
measurement of self-control, thus performing their duties as
theorists.
Additionally, the authors posit the stability of selfcontrol, which provides the possibility of assessing levels
of self-control at virtually any point in the life course
times, further guiding potential self-control researchers B.
In addition to the measures discussed in this work, selfcontrol could be measured prior to the existence of criminal
or delinquent behavior (since Gottfredson and Hirschi assert
that self-control is developed by the age of ten), and used
to predict future criminal acts.

Surely this type of

analysis could not be tautological.

It would certainly be

possible to study the relationship between self-control and
crime in a tautological manner;

it is definitely not a

necessary part of research using this theory.
Gottfredson and Hirschi are less explicit regarding
differences between self-control, social control, and other
control theories.

They are careful to discuss the

underlying assumptions of their theory, however, and the
relationship between theories can be assessed by

BThe age curve would suggest that middle to late
adolescence would be the period of highest activity, but
individuals could be measured relative to others in their
age cohort at any stage.
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extrapolating from their basic assumptions 9.

While the

differences between self-control and social control may be
subtle, and thus somewhat of a challenge to explicate, the
differences between self-control and positivistic theories
are not.
Akers asserts that this difference is not clear, and,
"that it is a flawed distinction which does not have real
consequences for quantitative analysis, empirical testing,
and comparison of theories" (1991:208).

The most basic

difference between positivistic and classical theory
discussed by Gottfredson and Hirschi is that of human
nature.

While classical theory assumes that human nature is

hedonistic (and control theories share this assumption),
positivistic theory assumes that deviant or criminal
behavior is not inherent, and must be produced (by learning,
biology, institutional pressure, or other influences). Since
the crucial question for Gottfredson and Hirschi is not,
"Why do some individuals commit crime?", but, "Why doesn't
everyone commit crime?" criminal behavior is, in fact
explained by the restraints (or lack thereof) placed on
individuals.

The lack of motivation to deviate, a crucial

element of the general theory (utilized throughout this

9S ee Polakowski (1993) for a detailed discussion of the
relationship between self and social control.
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work) is a direct corollary of the assumption that human
nature is hedonistic.
Analyses that begin with demographic characteristics,
and assess their a priori impact on delinquency or crime may
not reflect differences in the constructs that differentiate
positivism from control theories, but these differences
still exist and are important to some theoretical and
empirical questions posed by the theory.
Other theorists question the difference between
Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory and rational choice
theories.

Gottfredson and Hirschi explicitly present their

theory as a choice theory, and would not deny the
connection.
It seemed unwise to try to integrate a choice
theory of crime with a deterministic image of the
offender, especially when such integration was
unnecessary .... What classical theory lacks is an
explicit idea of self-control, the idea that
people also differ in the extent to which they are
vulnerable to the temptations of the moment
(1990:87).
They see their control theory as a theory of the offender;
self-control describes the individual's restraint from
criminal behavior.

In this context, Hirschi (1986) sees

rational choice theories as theories of the offense;
rational choice focuses on the situational elements of
crimes.

Cornish and Clarke (1986) agree that one component

of rational choice theory focuses on the offense, but argue
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that control theory can be subsumed under the rubric of
rational choice.

Cornish and Clarke argue that by

developing choice perspectives for three types of offending-initial involvement, continued involvement, and desistance-they subsume all concerns of control theory, and find no
need to focus on the offender.

In their formulation of

initial involvement, they do credit background factors,
previous experience and learning, and generalized needs as
influences on criminal involvement, concepts that (in a
slightly different form) are central to self-control.

They

do not, however, credit these influences with consistent
influence, as self-control does.

In their explanation of

continuing involvement, Cornish and Clarke clearly attribute
a learning effect to repeat offenders 1o , which Gottfredson
and Hirschi do not include in their theory;

in the

explanation of desistance, further learning (that crime is
not really all that attractive) occurs.
the theories differ greatly.

In this respect,

Gottfredson and Hirschi do not

see self-control as merely an impetus for a criminal career,
but a constant influence on behavior.

Although these

theories are highly complementary, indeed Hirschi suggests

lOThis learning effect is illustrated by their
illustration of, "the classes of variables, relating to
changes in the individual's degree of professionalism, peer
group, life-style, and values, that influence the constantly
re-evaluated decision to continue ... (1986:6).
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that the effort to integrate them should continue, the
method of integration must conform to the basic assumptions
of both theories.

Control and choice theories are certainly

compatible, and an integration of the study of the offense
and the offender could benefit both camps.
Other criticisms have been extended by Barlow (1991),
largely revolving around the concept of opportunity, and its
cursory treatment in Gottfredson and Hirschi's book.

Barlow

proposes that the failure to fully explicate the concept of
opportunity leaves the reader uninformed on critical issues.
Barlow asserts that,
Gottfredson and Hirschi do not develop the
opportunity side of their theory sufficiently well
to predict which of all these varied acts
individuals are likely to commit (at a high or low
rate) at any given time, or when they might switch
from one crime to another or from crime to a
noncriminal but analogous act (1991:237).
While Gottfredson and Hirschi clearly acknowledge
opportunity as a great influence in the occurrence of crime,
the forms of opportunity and the specific influence of each
form on deviant behavior are unclear.

In light of the

previous discussion, it seems obvious that opportunity has
more than one element.

The actual nature of an offense (the

characteristics of the crime, the setting, and environment)
compose one aspect of opportunity.

Let me call this

opportunity, located in the offense, 'objective'
opportunity.

These characteristics of offenses, often
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discussed in the context of routine activities theory, are
also examined in rational choice theories.
Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory suggests that selfcontrol combines with this opportunity to determine an
individual's criminality.

Here, I propose an additional

element of opportunity--one that is unique to the
individual, but separate from self-control.

Although

Gottfredson and Hirschi are very clear regarding the
elements of self-control, and attribute differences in
criminality to differences in self-control and opportunity,
they do not specifically suggest that there is an element of
opportunity unique to the individual.

They do, however,

allow for an interaction between opportunity and selfcontrol.

For present purposes, I will define 'subjective'

opportunity as the internal component of opportunity.

Clarifying a General Theory of Crime

In chapter two, I begin to address the concept of
opportunity and the various influences of opportunity on
behavior.

Using the gender difference in crime as a tool

for the separation of these concepts, I will assess gender
as a proxy for 'subjective' opportunity.

In the context of

gender, I will illustrate that the effects of opportunity
are not independent of demographic characteristics, or selfcontrol.

Opportunity effects may be found in both the act
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and the actor.
control.

These effects may also interact with se1f-

While the authors certainly give broad latitude to

the concept of opportunity, allowing it to influence
behavior through several channels, these issues can also be
refined and separated through careful analysis (as will be
illustrated in chapters two and three) .
Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory provides the necessary
information for explicating and testing the concepts central
to it.

In the process of such testing, the current work

seeks to inform the theory, and clarify some of its
constructs.

The effects of opportunity, and the various

realms in which it affects delinquency and crime (both
through the act and the actor) are essential components of
the theory.

Separating opportunity into components

facilitates the assessment of its effect on behavior in this
work, and is likely to do so in the future.
After the roles of opportunity have been identified, I
will discuss the optimal measure of self-control, with
respect to opportunity.

The existence of differing levels

of self-control among various groups of individuals
(specifically, gender differences in self-control) will be
established.

This chapter addresses two issues: the

difficult process of removing the effects of opportunity
from the analysis of delinquency and the assessment of
differences in self-control once this has been achieved.

In
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light of the central question tor this theory, "Why doesn't
everyone commit crime?", it is logical to examine
differences in behavior in all groups, rather than
concentrating on groups with high crime rates.
This issue is not one of the relevant seriousness, or
importance of one over another; it is an issue of
methodology.

As non-criminal behavior (and its causes) is

recognized as theoretically interesting, so must the study
of behaviors that occur in many situations and groups with
varying levels of criminality increase.
Ultimately, an attitudinal measure of self-control is
used to assess gender differences in self-control in chapter
three.

This raises the issue of attitudinal measures, and

their relevance to self-control theory, which is the basis
of chapter four.
The relationship between attitudes and behavior is a
focal point of many delinquency theories, but is scarcely
discussed by Gottfredson and Hirschi.

Chapter four

addresses this issue, and attempts to clarify the position
of self-control theory on the relationship between attitudes
and behavior with empirical evidence.
As separate as these issues are, in combination they
serve to clarify some of the critical issues raised in
response to the publication of A General Theory of Crime.
It is my hope that this work will aid in future empirical
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tests of this theory, since it is certain to generate much
research.
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CHAPTER TWO
OPPORTUNITY AND GENDER DIFFERENCES IN DELINQUENCY
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In this chapter, I apply the central concepts of the
general theory of crime, opportunity and self-control
(Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990), to variation from offense to
offense in gender differences. Recognition of such variation
may lead to a better understanding of the effect of gender
on crime and deviance, as well as result in further
refinement of the theory.
Few topics have so intrigued contemporary criminology
as the differences in rates and patterns of delinquency for
males and females.
to find.

The source of this interest is not hard

Male-female differences in rates of involvement in

deviant activities are very large (Barton and FigueiraMcDonough 1985, Cernkovich and Giordano 1979; Hindelang
1971).

Although these differences appear to be smaller in

developed than underdeveloped countries, and have declined
in recent decades within the United States, they remain
sizable (see e.g., Jensen and Rojek 1992:94).

If male-

female differences in rates of deviant behavior are on the
whole large, they are also highly variable, with male/female
ratios sometimes approaching 1.0 for such offenses as
running away, smoking, and shoplifting, and being as high as
12:1 for such offenses as burglary, robbery, and homicide
(Canter 1982b; Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis 1981).
In the context of Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory,
even broad, sweeping differences in criminal behavior such
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as the difference between the sexes must be a result of
differential levels of self-control or opportunity.
Although differences in self-control may explain part of the
gender difference in crime, the variation from offense to
offense in the gender differential suggests that some other
element is at work.

From Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory,

this could only be opportunity.

In this chapter, I will

begin to separate the effects of self-control and
opportunity, as well as identifying several elements of
opportunity that may affect the occurrence of crime, using
gender differences in crime to do

SOll.

The gender

difference is an excellent tool for this task, as this
difference is well recognized, often large, and varies by
offense.
Theory

According to Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990), selfcontrol is a major component of all delinquent acts,
accounting for the tendency of those committing one act to
commit other acts as well.

Deviant, criminal, and reckless

acts all entail long term negative consequences.

Persons

low on self-control fail to consider the long term

llOther differences in offenders, such as those
commonly examined in social control perspectives (e.g.
supervision, IQ, attachment, and broken homes) could also be
used to examine the existence of an additional element of
opportunity.
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consequences of their behavior, and thus commit all of these
behaviors more frequently than persons attuned to future
outcomes.
Low self-control does not require crime or deviance.
Persons low on self-control are not driven, but are simply
unrestrained.

Gottfredson and Hirschi's specification of

the elements of self-control illustrate this (1990:89-90).
The behaviors of individuals with low self-control are
influenced by the same external forces that influence the
behaviors of all individuals.

Low self-control individuals

may act on opportunities to commit criminal or reckless
acts, but they do not as a rule initiate these acts in the
face of obstacles.

In this conception, then, opportunities

are a necessary condition for reckless or deviant behavior,
and may (for some behaviors) comprise a unilateral
restriction on behavior that applies to all individuals (see
Grasmick et ale 1993,

for an alternative interpretation).

Self-control and opportunity are not independent.
Persons low on self-control may avoid restrictive conditions
or situations, while persons high on self-control may act in
ways that limit their own opportunities for delinquency or
crime (Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990:89).

This second

element of opportunity affects individuals selectively.
This theory implies that all crime differences are a
function of differences in opportunity and/or self-control.
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Therefore, these differences must explain gender differences
in crime as well.

Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990, chap. 6)

confront this issue, but do not take it to a definitive
conclusion.

They suggest only that both self-control and

opportunity may be responsible for gender differences, but
do not further specify the nature of these relationships.
How might gender differences be approached in the
context of this theory?

It is important to consider both

self-control and opportunity differences in some systematic
way.

Self-control is clearly an internal construct, and as

such, the effects of self-control should be seen in the
individual.

As a concept, there seems to be nothing about

self-control that would make it particularly problematic
when applied to gender differences.

Presumably one's level

of self-control may be assessed irrespective of gender.
This individual aspect of its effect does not preclude the
possibility that the median level of self-control may be
different for males and females.

(In fact, given that we

know that differences in rates of offending indicate that in
many situations males commit more crime than females, we
would expect that differences in offending ultimately
attributed to differences in self-control would indicate
that females generally have higher self-control than males.)
Gottfredson and Hirschi suggest several indicators of
low self-control, the most obvious of which are the acts low
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self-control is said to explain--i.e., deviant, criminal,
delinquent, or reckless behaviors.

This list includes

behaviors said to be analogous to criminal acts, drug use,
overeating, bungee jumping, and downhill skiing.
Attitudinal measures of self-control are also in principle
abundantly available.

These include measures of

impulsivity, preference for simple tasks, risk-taking, lack
of concern for the victim, and short-sightedness
(Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990:89).
As discussed previously, measuring opportunity is more
problematic, especially in the context of the gender
question.

Opportunity can take many forms, some of which

affect an individual's behavior regardless of the situation;
other forms of opportunity are inherent in the situation,
and affect every individual that enters the scenario.
Gottfredson and Hirschi assert, for example, that
the opportunities for women to commit assault or
homicide are equivalent to those available to men.
In fact, women spend much more time in
unsupervised interaction with children, and the
amount of time they spend in contact with other
people is as large or larger than that of men
(1990 : 147) 12 .

12Given the analysis that follows, it must be said that
the conception of opportunity implicit in this assertion
equates "opportunity" with access to targets or victims and
ignores the skill or abilities necessary to take advantage
of access. In the latter sense, males have greater
opportunity than females for many violent crimes.
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This explanation considers the opportunity inherent in the
situation--you cannot commit assault or homicide without an
appropriate victim (one to whom you are capable of
inflicting harm).

Children are likely to be appropriate

victims, since they are likely to be physically incapable of
defending themselves against an adult.

Thus, individuals

spending large amounts of time with appropriate victims
(children) have many opportunities to inflict harm (commit
assault or homicide).

All of this suggests that, other

things being equal, females should have higher rates of
violent crime than males. Of course it is precisely with
respect to violent offenses that the male/female crime
ratios are the highest (Canter 1982b; Hindelang 1971).
Clearly, the authors are aware of the differences in
male/female rates of violent crime.

This simplistic

argument exemplifies the non-sufficient quality of this
conception of opportunity for explanations of crime.
The Gottfredson/Hirschi discussion leaves the
impression that gender differences must be primarily selfcontrol differences (i.e., differences in the propensity to
commit crime), or that there is a direct and unexplained
gender effect analogous to the effect they ascribe to agel3.
13While the age effect varies systematically across
time but is constant across behaviors, the gender effect
varies across behaviors.
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It may be more profitable to explore the possibility
that gender is an opportunity variable, a variable that
influences the likelihood that a specific act will occur.
We have seen, however, that opportunity may take multiple
forms.

The above example illustrates that opportunity may

be found in a situation, and there may be gender differences
in crime that are related to differences in situation.
There may also be gender differences in crime that are
related to opportunity that is variant over individuals-opportunity that depends on the individual, which may vary
across demographic characteristics, such as gender.

These

differences may exist irrespective of level of self-control
or "objective" opportunity (opportunity that is inherent in
the situation).

This objective element of opportunity shows

itself in differential frequencies of offenses, from
homicide at one extreme to exceeding the speed limit at the
other.

These differences persist regardless of the effects
of the usual demographic characteristics 14 . The wide range
of rates of offending is presumably determined by a complex
14Differences in offending for males and females
persist when other prominent explanatory variables such as
attachment, social class, women's status in society,
attitudes towards police, race, age, spending time with a
group of friends, even the disposition of the justice system
towards males and females are taken into account (Hindelang
1971; Steffensmeier 1978; Giordano and Cernkovich 1979b;
Mawby 1980; Smith and Visher 1980; Hindelang, Hirschi and
Weis 1981; Curran 1984; Barton and Figueira-McDonough 1985;
Figueira-McDonough 1987) .
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web of causal elements.

While it is difficult to

disentangle this web, it is clear that gender may have an
effect on rates of specific crimes over and above the action
of "objective" opportunity15, and separate from the
interaction between gender (as an opportunity variable) and
self-control.
There is great reason to believe that gender
differences in crime involve more than situational
components, particularly from this theoretical position.

In

concert with much of the literature on women's work and
standing in society, which examines childhood formation of
behavioral patterns, Gottfredson and Hirschi credit early
childhood experiences with the formation of self-control.
In the examination of factors defined as elements of selfcontrol, Gottfredson and Hirschi assess the extent to which
an individual controls the urge to engage in risky, shortsighted behaviors in the pursuit of pleasure.

An individual

with low self-control, given ample opportunity, will engage
in risky, short-sighted behaviors.

An individual's

perception of opportunity, however, involves both the extent

15This objective opportunity, for present purposes,
includes all opportunity that is inherent in the crime (or
behavior). The subjective element of opportunity, of
interest here, is all opportunity that is inherent in the
individual, and encompasses many of the demographic
characteristics described above, such as age, race, family
characteristics.
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to which the situation lends itself to engaging in these
behaviors, and the extent to which the individual perceives
that the situation lends itself to such behavior.

In

essence, there is more than an internal level of risk-taking
and more than an external component of opportunity.

The

internal element of opportunity, or subjective opportunity,
as discussed above, is a composite of all factors specific
to the individual, other than self-control, that affect the
risky or short-sighted nature of criminal and analogous
acts.
Are gender differences in crime related to differences
in subjective opportunity?

Lever (1983) examines the

complexity of the learning experience in girls and boys
play.

In this analysis, she discovers that differential

socialization creates different learning skills in girls and
boys.

Boys are trained to operate well within highly

organized structure, to play a specialized role in a group
pursuing a larger goal, to function well within the confines
of many, complicated rules.

Girls are taught to function

well autonomously, to function well in the absence of many
specific, well-defined rules.

How does this relate to the

perception of opportunity for males and females?
If boys are taught to function within a complex set of
rules (even more complex than the general rules about
behavior being 'right' or 'wrong', about being kind and
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honest) what kind of reaction should be expected when they
are in an environment with less structure?

If girls are

taught to function in a setting with few or no rules (other
than general societal norms), shouldn't this prepare them
for those situations in which they must, essentially, rely
on their own judgment to a great extent?

Although Lever

sees this difference as inhibiting girls' success in the
adult business world (a highly structured environment with
complex rules and complementary, well-defined roles) it may
just as well be seen as a benefit in situations where
complex, well-defined structures are absent (for example,
situations where external controls prohibiting criminal
behavior are lax.)

Thus, there may be reason to believe

that gender differences in 'subjective' opportunity exist.
Much of the extant work on gender differences in
delinquency discusses differences in perceived
opportunit y16, so this hypothesis is certainly not new.

It

does, however, seem to be new to the analysis of Gottfredson
and Hirschi's development of self-control.

Thus, for this

analysis, three distinct factors--self-control, 'objective'
opportunity, and 'subjective' opportunity will be utilized

16Differences in the perceived opportunity for
delinquency for males and females are discussed by Jensen,
Erickson, and Gibbs 1978; Cernkovich and Giordano 1979;
Figueira-McDonough 1980; White and LaGrange 1987; Gilligan
and Attanucci 1988; and Seydlitz 1991, among others.
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in the examination of gender differences in delinquency17.
The 'objective' element of opportunity (operationalized by
specific offenses) will be held constant in each analysis.
Self-control and 'subjective' opportunity (operationalized
as gender) will be used to predict delinquent behavior.
Since I expect the 'subjective' element of opportunity to be
differentially related to these behaviors, the contribution
of gender to the predictive model should vary from model to
model.
This conceptualization of the problem leads to
straightforward analysis.

Rather than be concerned with

explanation of the gender difference, I will attempt to
illustrate gender effects for a variety of specific
offenses.

(Put in the terms used at one point by

Gottfredson and Hirschi (see, e.g., Hirschi and Gottfredson
1986; Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990:87-89), this leads to
conceptualization of gender as a "crime" variable, a
variable that by definition should have an effect on
individual crimes separate from the effect of self-control.)
The obvious place to begin such an analysis is to
examine behaviors differing in male/female prevalence

17The use of gender as a tool for examlnlng 'objective'
and 'subjective' opportunity is not meant to imply that this
distinction is unique to gender differences. Certainly, any
other demographic, characteristic may be found to have
similar dimensionality.
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ratios. Where these ratios are low, the gender effect should
of course be low or inconsequential, as differences in selfcontrol should explain the small differences in offending.
As these ratios grow larger, the specific effect of gender
should increase since self-control effects should remain
stable.

In fact, there is some reason to believe that

gender may be responsible for all of the differences in
prevalence rates.

(An alternative hypothesis might be that

these high ratio crimes, being generally more serious,
require lower levels of self-control.

The theory of self-

control appears to suggest, however, that crime seriousness
and self-control are independent concepts.)
The analytic model of choice, then, would include
measures of gender ('subjective' opportunity), self-control,
'objective' opportunity, and specific offenses. I would
hypothesize that the direct effect of gender will be
stronger in models using offenses with high male/female
ratios. That is, gender differences in such offenses are not
accounted for by differences in self-control, but by
differences in opportunity that are characteristic of the
individual rather than the behavior.

Among offenses with

low male/female ratios, direct gender effects will be
minimal, with self-control tending to account for the
initially small differences.

Following Gottfredson and

Hirschi's theory, self-control should be a consistent
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element of these equations, regardless of offense.

As

suggested above, it should in principle account for a more
or less fixed portion of initial gender differences 18 . At
the low end of the range of male/female ratios, self-control
should account for significantly more of the difference than
it accounts for at the high end of this range.

In the

analysis of a specific offense, objective opportunity is
held constant 19 . By definition, those offenses with little
objective opportunity (those with low frequencies of
occurrence and high male/female ratios) are more difficult
to explain than offenses that are more easily committed.
Before determining which offenses are appropriate for
this analysis, let me introduce the data set to be analyzed.

Data

The National Youth Survey (Wave I) is used to examine
the gender effect on delinquency2o.

This is a nationwide

l8The differences in self-control should make a
significant contribution to each model, and as such be
relatively stable across behaviors.
19This is based on the assumption that there are no
systematic biases in the data. One bias suggested by a
reviewer is the urban/city difference in youth delinquency.
This could be biased if a disproportionate number of males
or females were from one environment.
20The first wave was used to ensure the appropriateness
of the use of status offenses as delinquency, although this
is not an issue for Gottfredson and Hirschi.
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study conducted in 1977 on a sample of 1725 subjects who
were eleven to seventeen years old at the time of the
survey.

While the representative nature of this sample

ensures fewer female delinquents than would be optimal, its
size allows comparison of male and female rates on specific
offenses.

This survey includes self reports on a wide range

of attitudes and behaviors (for details, see Elliott et ale
1985) .

Measures

After inspection of Elliott et al.'s delinquency scale,
items with low, medium, and high male/female prevalence
ratios were selected (see Canter 1982b).

Ratios are shown

in Table 2.1. Low ratio items are running away from home and
truancy.

Medium ratio items are throwing objects, petty

theft, and sexual intercourse.

High ratio items are

stealing something worth more than fifty dollars and
breaking and entering (for wording of items, see Appendix
A)21.

Self-control is measured in two ways.

The behavioral

21These items were chosen on the basis of male/female
prevalence ratio (as Canter's work illustrates, these ratios
tend to cluster, and items were chosen to represent the
range of each cluster) and conventional descriptions of
seriousness. Low ratio items are status offenses, medium
ratio items are misdemeanors in most states, high ratio
items are serious offenses. These items also coincide with
measures that are popular in criminological research (see
Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis 1981).
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index is composed of six self report delinquency items,
including alcohol use, marijuana use, making obscene phone
calls, avoiding payment, strongarming students, and
joyriding (these are described in Appendix B)22.

The

attitudinal index is composed of 10 items, including
measures of honesty, short-sightedness, and concern for
victims (see Appendix B for a complete description of all 10
items). Each item is dichotomized23 ; individual items are
coded so that higher values represent lower self-control.

22The behavioral and attitudinal scales were chosen to
reflect the range of elements of low self-control, while
being separate from the dependent variables. There is the
possibility of overlap on the large theft item (joyriding),
however, Elliott et ale (1983) discuss this possibility.
The large theft item was administered immediately after the
joyriding item in an attempt to eliminate overlap.
23These items were dichotomized to reflect the concept
inherent in the prevalence measures. Rather than focus on
the number of times a behavior was engaged in, or various
degrees of approval or disapproval, the goal here is to
measure whether a specific type of behavior (with a specific
level of 'objective' opportunity) was engaged in, or the
number of behavioral or attitudinal measures that indicate
low self-control. This dichotomization puts aside, for the
present analysis, varying degrees of engagement in a
specific behavior to control for differences in types of
behavior. Similarly, it sets aside concerns of the strength
of commitment to a particular element of self-control for a
broader measure capturing many elements of self-control.
Meehl (1992) discusses the strong possibility that this type
of dichotomization may lead to false distinctions or
taxonomies, but also cautions that any scaling should be
done theoretically. In this instance, the initial
dichotomization may separate too strongly those with low or
high self-control, but the combined measure helps to soften
this effect.
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Table 2.1
Male/Female Prevalence Ratios for 7 Delinquency Items

Item

M/F Ratio

N*

Prevalence**

Truancy

1.18

549

32.07%

Run away

1.21

109

6.37%

Throw objects

1.63

809

47.25%

Stolen $5 or less

1.71

309

18.05%

Sexual Intercourse

2.35

246

14.37%

Breaking and entering

3.25

76

4.44%

Stolen more than $50

4.44

44

2.57%

*Number of subjects engaging in the behavior. The total
number of valid cases is 1712.
**%age of 1712 valid cases engaging in the behavior.
NOTE: All proportions are significantly different at the .05
level.
Analysis

Logistic regression was used to model the relations
between gender, self-control, and specific offenses 24 . In
each model, the effects of two indexes of self-control, one
behavioral and one attitudinal, and gender were assessed.
The coefficients show (I) the effects of gender on the
probability of committing the offense in question, keeping
self-control constant; (2) the separate effects of the two

24This is the regression model most appropriate for
analysis of a dichotomous dependent variable. See Aldrich
and Nelson (1984) and Hanushek and Jackson (1977) for
further discussion of these models.
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self-control measures, keeping gender constant; (3) where
appropriate, the combined effects of self-controI 25 . Better
or more complete measures of self-control would presumably
reduce to some extent the gender effect.

However,

interaction effects of gender and self-control did not
contribute to the models, and there is every reason to
believe that gender effects similar to those shown would
survive analysis utilizing more precise measures of selfcontrol.

Results

Initial logistic models were fitted with an interaction
between gender and self-control, as well as the variables
listed in the final models (Table 2.2).

These interactions

were not significant in any case, indicating that for this
data set, the final models were appropriate within the
framework of this question.

Although the "thrown objects"

model was significantly different from a saturated model,
all other models were not significantly different from the

25When both the attitudinal and behavioral indexes of
self-control are significant, it is appropriate to add the
coefficients to assess the combined effect on cases where
the behavioral and attitudinal measures of self-control are
equal. Although these cases are not the norm, they do serve
as an example to illustrate the cumulative effect of selfcontrol in those special instances where this procedure is
applicable. For runaway, the attitudinal measure of selfcontrol is not significant.
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perfectly predictive model (at the .40 level).

Each model

Table 2.2
Coefficients for Logistic Regression Models

Attitudinal
SelfControl

Behavioral
SelfControl

Gender

SC

Delinquent
Behavior

Constant

Truancy

-2.3247
[.1253]
(.0000)

0.1597
[.0418]
(.0001 )

1.1202
[.0655]
(.0000)

-0.1093 1.2799
[.1269]
(.3891)

Run Away

-3.7033
[.2043]
(.0000)

0.0579
[.0602]
(.3363)

0.5958
[.0822]
(.0000)

-0.0570
[ .2131]
(.7892)

Thrown
Objects

-1.2234
[ .0966]
(.0000)

0.1383
[.0360]
(.0001)

0.4224
[.0509]
(.0000)

0.8023
[.1040]
(.0000)

Petty
Theft

-3.5361
[.1706]
(.0000)

0.3340
[.0461]
(.0000)

0.7965
[.0634]
(.0000)

0.3308 1.1305
[.1514]
(.0289)

Sex

-3.5132
[.1747]
(.0000)

0.1273
[.0464]
(.0061)

0.6783
[ .0636]
(.0000)

0.7979
[.1642]
(.0000)

Breaking
and
Entering

-6.1498
[.4004]
(.0000)

0.2906
[.0726]
(.0001 )

0.8995
[.1065]
(.0000)

0.9236 1.1901
[.3252]
(.0045)

Large
Theft

-7.9228
[.6700]
(.0000)

0.5227
[.0953]
(.0000)

0.8288
[.1381]
(.0000)

1.3558 1.3515
[.5226]
(.0095)

.5607

.8056

Estimated coefficients
[Standard Error of the Estimate]
(Significance Level)
SC is the combined effect for behavioral and attitudinal
indexes
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was significantly better than the intercept only model (at
the .01 level).
In only one model (Runaway) was the attitudinal index
of self-control nonsignificant.

In all other models both

indexes of self-control were significant, and therefore
composite self-control coefficients are appropriate in the
case where values for these indexes are equal (these
composite measures are not universally applicable, and
should be used only for mental comparison).

These

coefficients (ranging from .46 to .93) indicate that a small
change in self-control attitudes or behaviors greatly
increases the probability (through an increase in the log
odds of the dependent variable's occurrence) that the
individual will have engaged in the act in question (recall
that the dependent variable is dichotomous) .
It should perhaps come as no surprise that the selfcontrol coefficients are large.

After all, the behavioral

measure includes a variety of delinquent acts, and the
attitudinal measure reflects the respondent's view that
these acts are morally acceptable. (The theory of selfcontrol is of course built on the interchangeability of
delinquent acts.)

But what is important here is that we

have an opportunity to examine the effects of gender above
and beyond the effects of self-control.
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The results are as expected.

At the .05 level, gender

is significant for those behaviors with medium or high
male/female ratios;

at the .01 level, with the exception of
the theft items, this relationship holds 26 . Disregarding the
large theft model for the moment, models of three delinquent

behaviors (truancy, runaway, and small theft) show that the
effect of gender is not significant, and three (thrown
objects, sexual intercourse, and breaking and entering) show
that the gender effect is significant.
Table 2.3
Low, Median, and High Values for Logistic Models by Gender
and Self-Control Measure

Attitudinal Self-Control Measure
Gender

Low Value
(High S-C)

Median Value

High Value
(Low S-C)

Female

a

1

10

Male
0
Behavioral Self-Control Measure

2

10

Gender

Low Value

Media~ Value

High Value

Female

a
a

1

6

1

6

Male

26Because only 44 of 1712 subjects had stolen more than
$50 in the year prior to the survey, the large negative
coefficient of the intercept compensates for any gender
effect. Essentially, one would predict that everyone would
refrain from this behavior regardless of gender.
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The sexual intercourse result reflects the greater
prevalence of sexual activity among males.

(Obviously a

measure of the incidence of sexual activity would have
different results (Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis 1981).)

The

thrown objects item is, interestingly enough, more strongly
influenced by gender than by self-control, indicating the
strong effect of 'subjective' opportunity for this behavior,
making it a good illustration of this concept of
opportunity. With the self-control component removed,
breaking and entering, especially the former, simply reflect
activities that are more common among males, which is again
precisely what is meant by a 'subjective' opportunity
difference.
Further examination of the coefficients illustrates the
differences between models.

Evaluating these regression

coefficients at low, median, and high levels of both selfcontrol indexes (presented in Table 2.3) for males and
females clarifies these relationships; these figures are
shown in Table 2.4. The most dramatic differences
illustrated by Table 2.4 are those between the median and
high values of offending.

These reflect the large

difference between the median and high values of the selfcontrol measures, and correspond to general knowledge.
Crime is a relatively infrequent behavior and it is natural
to expect that the median level of offending would be low.
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Table 2.4
Percentage Likely to Engage in Deviant Behaviors,
by Behavior at Low, Median, and High Values
For Males and Females

% Deviant*
Low Values

% Deviant*
Median Values

% Deviant*
High Values

Male Truancy
Female Truancy

-90.22
-90.22

-58.73
-64.82

39,981.50
39,981.50

Male Runaway
Female Runaway

-97.54
-97.54

-95.53
-95.53

-12.06
-12.06

Male Thrown Objects
Female Thrown Objects

-34.37
-70.58

32.04
-48.45

3,199.32
1,379.07

Male Petty Theft
Female Petty Theft

-95.95
-97.09

-82.46
-90.98

13,514.22
9,679.76

Male Sex
Female Sex

-93.38
-97.02

-83.17
-93.33

1,283.91
523.14

Gender/Behavior

Male Band E
2,068.89
Female Band E
761. 24
Male Large Theft
Female Large Theft

-99.46

-97.64

-99.77

-99.31

-99.86
-99.96

-99.08
-99.86

3,681.86
874.74

*% Deviant is the percent more likely to engage in the
dependent behavior than not, computed by taking the inverse
log of the sum of all coefficients significant at the .05
level, subtracting 1 from this value, and multiplying by
100%.

It is also clear that, based on these models, males are at
least as likely to engage in these behaviors as females,
reflecting overall differences in level of self-control.
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Clearly, levels of self-control affect both males and
females.
The additional gender effect (discussed here as an
opportunity effect) is clearly illustrated by differences in
the likelihood of offending for males and females in the
same risk group.

For individuals with a low score

(indicating high self-control), differences in the
likelihood of offending are generally small 27 . For
individuals with median and high scores (indicating median
and low self-control, respectively), unique gender
differences in the likelihood of offending emerge.

As

male/female prevalence ratios increase, the large effect of
opportunity emerges.
These opportunity differences present themselves in two
ways.

Objective opportunity differences reflect prevalence

rates,

(see Table 2.1), and are commonly associated with
seriousness 28 .
Perhaps the most interesting differences are those

between genders for a specific behavior.

This differential

'subjective' opportunity varies by offense, and is also
27As discussed previously, the thrown objects model has
a relatively poor fit (compared to the other models) ,which
creates more latitude in these estimates.
28The exception to this is the very low prevalence of
the run away variable. This behavior, although it is more
likely for individuals with low self-control, is always less
likely to be engaged in than not.
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frequently associated with seriousness.

These figures

indicate that within these models, some behaviors are still
gender-biased. Jensen (1983) suggests several variables that
may help to further explain these differences.

Consequences

to the victim, weapon use, and direct confrontation with the
victim may be characteristics that influence the likelihood
of female participation in deviant behaviors 29 .

Conclusion

The gender question poses peculiar problems for
delinquency theory and research. While the differences in
crime and delinquency rates for males and females are firmly
established, the sources or meaning of these differences are
not fully understood.

Previously, I have asserted that

these differences complement the similarities in offending,
and present themselves in the form of an opportunity
component, indicating that a single theory may explain both
male and female behaviors.
In this chapter I have attempted to take a different
tack toward the gender question, treating it as a challenge
to the theory of self-control.

This theory offers only two

concepts, self-control and opportunity, that might be used
to explain gender differences.

If self-control were the

29This work is consistent with other work on gender
differences and opportunity cited above.
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only concept explaining gender differences, the gender
effect would be constant from offense to offense.

The much

reported variation across offenses in the effect of gender
inspired the present chapter, and eventually necessitated
equating gender and opportunity.

The results, it seems to

me, justify the assumption that gender is best seen as an
opportunity variable. This conceptualization has the
advantage that it explains gender differences without
invoking any notion that males and females are
differentially motivated, or differentially constrained by
consideration of long term consequences of their acts.
These opportunity differences and their measurement will be
considered further in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
SELF-CONTROL AND GENDER DIFFERENCES
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Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory of crime contains two
concepts to explain gender differences in crime and
delinquency, self-control and opportunity.

In the previous

chapter I examined gender differences in specific delinquent
acts to illustrate the consequences of treating gender as an
opportunity factor.

In that analysis, I assumed that gender

differences were offense specific, and that the nature of
the gender effect could be best understood or described if
one started from the assumption that males and females do
not differ in their general propensity to criminal behavior
(in their level of self-control).

Pursuit of this

assumption required that I measure self-control and take it
into account while examining gender differences.
The results illustrate something we have known from the
beginning: a major feature of the gender effect on crime is
that it varies from offense to offense.

Because this is so,

the difference in crime rates between males and females
cannot be ascribed merely to differences between them in
some general tendency, such as self-control.

Hence the

effects of opportunity, both inherent in the act and the
offender.
But what about the gender difference in the propensity
to crime and deviance?

How large is this difference?

available data have anything to say about it?

Do

What is the

gender effect, separate from the effects of opportunity?
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The purpose of this chapter is to assess the optimal measure
of self-control within this context: to measure self-control
free of any influence of opportunity (be it 'subjective' or
'objective') if possible.

With this purpose in mind, gender

will again be used as a tool to separate the opportunity
effects from the self-control effects.
As previously discussed, one criticism of Gottfredson
and Hirschi's theory is the ambiguity of the opportunity
effect, and the difficulty of separating this effect from
the effect of self-control.

In this chapter, I will discuss

opportunity effects and illustrate one method of reducing
the influence of opportunity to measure self-control alone.
The concept of opportunity has been operationalized in
seemingly endless ways.

For example, opportunity has been

measured in terms of perceptions of the ability to earn
money illegally, toxicity of the domestic gas supply, a
household that has been burgled previously, the availability
of firearms, and relative wealth (see Piliavin et al. 1986;
Clarke and Mayhew 1989; Polvi et al. 1990; Lester 1991; and
Coleman 1992 for examples).
concept.

It is, obviously, a broad

As it is proffered by Gottfredson and Hirschi, it

is a rather vague concept.

I propose that it is actually a

combination of two concepts--opportunity that is inherent in
the behavior (as per the toxicity of the gas supply, the
prey~ously

burgled home, and the availability of firearms)
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and opportunity that is inherent in the offender (as per the
perceived availability of illegal earnings).

In some cases,

these two parts of opportunity may be difficult to
disentangle (as per the argument that wealth, a
characteristic inherent to the offender, creates external
opportunities).

Regardless, these measures are

conceptualized as opportunity.
More conventional measures of opportunity, relating the
concept to victimization (Lynch and Cantor 1992; Miethe and
Meier 1990), combine multiple concepts to create global
opportunity measures.

In their examination of opportunity

and crime (including burglary, theft, and personal violence)
in England and Wales, Miethe and Meier measure several
popular concepts of opportunity--proximity to high-crime
areas, exposure to criminal opportunities (time outside of
the home, time on the streets alone, time home is empty),
target attractiveness, and guardianship.

Lynch and Cantor

(1992:337-341) use environmental, ecological, and behavioral
measures (including measures of architectural design that
assess the extent to which camouflage and access are
provided) to assess the probability of victimization.

These

measures assess the opportunity inherent in the offense.
Although it is difficult to discriminate between
characteristics of the offender (i.e. between self-control
and 'subjective' opportunity), this must be an essential
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component of the study of self-control.

A theory that makes

"self-control" central to its explanation of crime assumes
that self-control differences may be measured, and that
their effects may be separated from the effects of
opportunity.

So, how should self-control be measured?

In

this chapter, I begin to address this complex and difficult
question, using gender differences in crime as a model.
Let me begin with traditional crime and delinquency
scales, and discuss the mix of elements of self-control and
opportunity that are present in each.

Gottfredson and

Hirschi have expressed a preference for behavioral measures
of delinquency, and their theory argues for the use of
variety scales over scales based on the seriousness or
incidence of delinquent acts.

This preference and these

kinds of behavioral measures will be discussed in light of
the gender differences in self-control question.

I will

then discuss attitudinal measures of self-control and
address their advantages for this analysis.

Finally, I will

present the optimal measure of self-control, an attitudinal
measure controlled for 'subjective' opportunity.

As an

optimal measure of self-control, this attitudinal scale is
the most opportunity free of any of the scales discussed.
This process is not an attempt to discredit a particular
measure of crime or self-control; rather, it is an effort to
construct an opportunity-free measure of self-control that
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is consistent with the concepts central to Gottfredson and
Hirschi's theory, and is at the same time optimal in this
setting.
In the previous chapter, I constructed two distinct
measures of self-control: a behavioral measure, based on the
number of delinquent acts reported by the respondent, and an
attitudinal measure, based on responses to questions about
such things as cheating, lying, and law-breaking.

In that

context, where the purpose was to assess the gender effect
among groups approximately equal on self-control, these
measures did not seem particularly problematic.

In the

present context, the limitations of some of these measures
are of greater concern.

One thing demonstrated by the

earlier analysis, for example, is that many behavioral items
reflect a gender-opportunity component, which means that
they are not solely measuring self-control.
For example, the thrown objects item from chapter two
had a very large gender component, even when self-control
was held constant.

Although this information is valuable in

many instances, for present purposes the goal is to
eliminate this subjective difference.

All of the behaviors

for which gender was a significant predictor when selfcontrol was controlled are examples of this combination of
subjective opportunity and self-control.
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Another thing illustrated by the earlier analysis was
the 'objective' opportunity differences inherent in these
behavioral measures.

As a result, simple male-female

comparisons on a collection of such items reflect both
opportunity and self control, and fail to answer the selfcontrol difference question.

How then, to get around this

problem?
An examination of traditional delinquency measures and
the source of their bias for this analysis may facilitate
the selection of less biased instruments.

In the process of

selecting as pure a measure of self-control as possible, the
behavioral opportunity effect should be limited or,
ultimately, eliminated.

In essence, eliminating behaviors

that encompass force or fraud (Gottfredson and Hirschi's
criteria for crime) will eliminate both the 'subjective' and
'objective' elements of opportunity.
Hirschi and Gottfredson (1993) argue for the
superiority of behavioral measures of self-control, but it
seems clear to me that attitudinal measures are likely to be
superior to behavioral measures if the goal is to assess
gender differences.

Attitudinal measures are less likely to

incorporate the components of opportunity discussed above.
Additionally, for many behavioral items variation among
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females is insufficient for statistical analysis 30 .

As a

consequence of the contamination of behavioral measures of
self-control by opportunity, the ideal measure of selfcontrol may well be an attitudinal measure that has no
reference to behavior.
These questions, again, show how heavily measurement
decisions are, or should be, dependent on theoretical or
analytic concerns.

These theoretical concerns directed the

present search away from traditional seriousness, incidence,
or variety scales to attitudinal scales.

Since the present

question is not a conventional one, conventional logic
(which has, in the past, indicated behavioral measures of
delinquency) may not be the most appropriate.

For example,

most measurement discussions in criminology concern
themselves with the question of the seriousness and
frequency of offenses, and how such dimensions are to be
represented in the measurement instrument.

The ideal

measure, it is often suggested, would include serious
offenses and allow identification of chronic or very highrate offenders 31 •

For the purpose of examining gender

30While the variation among females differs from
offense to offense, as discussed in the previous chapter,
many of these scales are composed largely of those offenses
with little variation. In light of the available data, it
seems appropriate to seek an available substitute.
31See chapter 1 of Elliott, Huizinga, and Menard (1989)
for one such discussion.
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differences in self-control, however, such an instrument
would be far from ideal.

It would, we know from a variety

of sources (Canter 1982b; Hindelang 1971; Hindelang,
Hirschi, and Weis 1981; Smith and Visher 1980), exaggerate
the difference compared to that produced by instruments
designed with other considerations in mind.

And it would

from the self-control perspective emphasize elements of
crime and delinquency that are not necessarily relevant to
level of self-control.
Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990, see also Hirschi and
Gottfredson 1994) frequently argue that "seriousness" is a
poor guide to the theoretical significance of deviant or
criminal acts.

Judgments of seriousness in legal codes and

in public opinion are generally based on the consequences of
the act for the victim.

The differences between misdemeanor

and felony theft, burglary and robbery, and assault and
homicide are calculated with victims in mind, how much they
paid for the stolen (or damaged) goods, whether they faced
or avoided threats to their safety, whether the blunt
instrument caused injury or death.

In the proper context,

such distinctions are necessary and meaningful.

However, in

the context of a theory of criminal or deviant behavior,
where the goal is to understand the behavior of the
offender, the meaning of the behavior for the offender
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supersedes in importance the costs of the behavior to
society.
Indeed, if judgments of seriousness are based on the
offender, distinctions between types of crimes must be made
by different criteria.

From the offender's perspective, the

gains from theft do not approach the loss to the victims.
From the offender's perspective, an unfortunate
miscalculation may be all that separates robbery from
burglary, or an assault from a homicide.
Looked at from the other end of the seriousness scale,
acts that hurt no one may have serious consequences for the
offender.

Drug use, truancy, and promiscuity are examples

of such offenses.

Drug use normally results in impaired

health and reduced economic viability, at least in the long
run.

Truancy also impairs one's economic prospects.

Promiscuity increases the likelihood of disease and unwanted
responsibilities.

When examined from the offender's point

of view, the difference in seriousness between typically
male and typically female deviant behaviors is minimized.
Although rates of offending for males and females vary
significantly by offense, the conclusion that female
behaviors are not "serious", and as such are unimportant,
seems hasty.

The costs to the offender of "minor" offenses

may be greater than the costs of the more serious behaviors
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mentioned above 32.

From the offenders perspective,

male/female differences in behaviors are minimized.

The use

of seriousness measures accentuates the objective element of
opportunity.

The gender differential makes this type of

measure even more biased from this perspective.

Which

offenses are then better indicators of self-control?
In Measuring Delinquency (1981) Hindelang,

Hirsc~i,

and

Weis discuss three general goals for measurement instruments
and the validity issues raised by each.

The three possible

goals of self-report research are constructing a measure of
delinquency identical to the official measure of delinquency
that does not have the biases often reported (or assumed) to
be a part of official statistics, testing theories of
delinquency, and constructing measures that reflect the
amount of socially harmful acts in the population (88-89).
Clearly, the differences between these goals are
reflected in the use of various measures of delinquency.
For present purposes, the goal of measuring constructs
central to Gottfredson and Hirschi's general theory
supersedes (in fact, precludes) considerations of
replicating official statistics.

Their distrust of official

32Although the determinate sentencing system is built
around the idea that serious behaviors should have more
serious consequences than minor offenses, from the selfcontrol perspective, the long-term consequences of serious
behaviors (i.e. imprisonment) are perhaps as remote as the
consequences for less serious behaviors discussed above.
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definitions of delinquent behavior is a direct result of the
belief that many behaviors, both criminal and non-criminal,
reflect low self-control.

As such, their definition of

deviance comes from the classical school of criminology, and
includes any behavior that involves the use of force or
fraud in the pursuit of self-interest (1990:15).
There is nothing inherent in Gottfredson and Hirschi's
work that prevents the measurement of the amount (through
incidence or prevalence measures) of socially harmful acts
that occur.

While they do not discourage or prohibit

counting crimes, they do suggest that the number of crimes
that occur is a result of both self-control and opportunity.
The relative frequency of the occurrence of crimes reflect
the objective element of opportunity that is inherent in the
crime.

Thus, these scales contain objective and subjective

opportunity components, and are strongly contaminated
measures.

For the present work, the goal is to evaluate

self-control without the influence of opportunity, if
possible.

In addition to the question of which type of

measure of self-control is most appropriate for Gottfredson
and Hirschi's conceptualization of self-control and least
contaminated by opportunity, the goal of examining gender
differences in self-control must further influence the
optimal choice of measure.
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The National Youth Survey contains multiple self-report
measures of crime, delinquency, and related characteristics.
The first wave of data from this survey (collected in 1977)
are used to evaluate alternative measures relevant to the
gender/self-control issue 33 .

Seriousness Scales

Male/female ratios in crime or delinquency show that
serious delinquency, as conventionally defined, is
overwhelmingly committed by males 34 . If we were to use
official statistics regarding serious behaviors as our
measure of self-control, we would be forced to conclude that

33The National Youth Survey is a national probability
sample of 1725 respondents aged eleven to seventeen at the
time of the first interview. This survey assesses a wide
range of behavioral and attitudinal measures of delinquency
and related concepts.
34This is illustrated by the enormous male/female ratio
for imprisonment. In 1989, 11.5 percent of new admissions
to jails and 9.0 percent of jail inmates were women
(Dillingham 1991). In 1990, 7.7 percent of all new
admissions to state prisons were women (Perkins 1993); In
1991, 5 percent of the inmates in state prisons were women.
Among these women, 33 percent were serving sentences for
drug offenses, 32 percent for violent offenses, 29 percent
for property offenses, and 6 percent for public-order
offenses. Among the 95 percent of the state prison
population that were males that year, 47 percent were
serving sentences for violent offenses, 25 percent for
property offenses, 21 percent for drug offenses, and 7
percent for public order offenses (Beck et ale 1993).
Burglary, robbery, assault, and homicide are among the most
frequently discussed "male" behaviors.
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the male-female difference in general propensity to crime is
immense.
If we were to use acts from the other end of the
seriousness scale as our measure of self-control, we would
expect the situation to be very different.

Clearly, in the

context of our interest in a gender difference
uncontaminated by opportunity, it is necessary to reject
victim-seriousness as a criterion for measures of selfcontrol (or, at least, to make such considerations secondary
or problematic) .
Gottfredson and Hirschi's view of the measurement of
seriousness is far from universal among delinquency
researchers.

The issue of seriousness is prominent in the

delinquency literature, and merits considerable attention
here.

Typically, researchers focus on two types of

offenders in the evaluation of seriousness--those who engage
in behaviors considered to be serious in and of themselves,
and those who engage in a sufficient number of behaviors to
be judged chronic offenders.

These individuals are

important to some theoretical perspectives.

In Crime and

Human Nature (1985), Wilson and Herrnstein limit their
analysis to serious, chronic offenders.

In their

discussions of demographic factors and crime (for example
SES and race), they repeatedly differentiate between the
findings for the average criminal and the serious offender.
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Many crime and delinquency researchers (Currie 1985; Tracy,
Wolfgang, and Figlio 1990; Wolfgang, Figlio, and Sellin
1972) pay special attention to the seriousness of offense,

or even limit their research to concern only serious
offenders.
Elliott, Huizinga and Menard stress the importance of
measuring serious crime while studying delinquency.

In a

discussion of the limitations of the item content of much
survey research on delinquency, they assert that the problem
is
particularly serious in the case of self-reported
delinquency measures, in which trivial and nonserious forms of delinquent behavior are greatly
overrepresented but serious violations of the
criminal code are either underrepresented or
omitted altogether (1989:7).
They also stress the importance of obtaining accurate
counts of the number of delinquent behaviors engaged in,
rather than using truncated incidence measures or ambiguous
categories.

While Elliott, Huizinga, and Menard acknowledge

that the kind of nationally representative sample they use
does not capture the volume of serious crime (by either
definition of seriousness) necessary to study it in detail,
they maintain that the inclusion of serious delinquencies is
vital to their study.

Within the framework of their work,

the search for offenders who engage in both drug abuse and
serious crime is logical.

This search, however, seems
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somewhat futile in light of the limited number of subjects
that are left to be examined after the trivial offenses (and
offenders) are weeded out.

Their General Delinquency B

scale includes minor offenses (such as petty theft and
running away) but is largely composed of the serious acts
(such as car theft, breaking and entering, rape,
strongarming, drug sales, and carrying a hidden weapon) that
are of great concern to their work (see appendix C for a
complete description of all items).

They also include

incidence measures (reporting the number of times in the
past year the subject has engaged in the behavior, as well
as Likert-type categorical responses).
One popular method of accommodating this conception of
seriousness in delinquency scales is to differentially
weight acts considered more serious.

The logic of weighting

serious acts more heavily than nonserious ones is similar to
that underlying the perceived superiority of incidence
measures.

Individuals engaging in serious acts are a bigger

threat to society, and these acts indicate a greater degree
of disfunction (or isolation, depending on the theoretical
stance taken) than trivial acts.

The thought is that

weighting serious acts will truly separate those individuals
who present the most danger to society, and distinguish them
from those who engage in trivial delinquency (who presumably
do not pose a great threat).

For example, only a scale
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weighted for the seriousness of delinquent acts would
differentiate between those whose single act of deviant
behavior was alcohol use and those whose single act of
deviant behavior was homicide.
Using the general guidelines for seriousness in
Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis (1981), frequency distributions
were constructed for the incidence of delinquent acts (based
on Elliott et a1.'s 1985 scale), and serious behaviors were
given a weight of ten 35 . Table 3.1 contains a summary of
these distributions.

Fourteen of the twenty-four items were

weighted as serious. These items include theft (of a motor
vehicle, an item worth between $5 and $50, or an item worth
$50 or more), unlawful use of force (to extort from
students, teachers, or others, to have sexual relations, or
to attack someone), dealing in stolen goods, carrying a
hidden weapon, prostitution, selling marijuana, joyriding,
and breaking and entering.

The mean score on this weighted

scale was 49.1; while the average value for males was 77.2,
over 88 percent of male respondents scored 77 or lower.

The

average value for females was 17.1, but over 86 percent of

35There are many techniques for determining the weight
of an item, including weighting proportional to that item's
occurrence in the sample (see Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis
1981, chapter 5 for an example). The relatively large value
of ten was chosen to illustrate the effect of an exaggerated
weight for any item considered serious.
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female respondents scored 17 or lower.
ratio for this seriousness scale is 4.5.

The male/female
Presumably, this

Table 3.1
Weighted Frequency Distributions for the Incidence
of 24 Delinquent Acts,
by Gender

Weighted
Males
# of
Offenses Frequency

Cum. % % Dif.

Females
Frequency

Cum. % % Dif.

197
21. 5
368
0
45.8
1
97
73
32.1
0.8
54.9
0.7
2
94
42.4
81
1.5
64.9
1.4
46.7
7.4
44
3
39
70.4
1.5
44
27
4
51.5
9.3
73.8
2.1
9.2
22
5
31
54.9
76.5
2.9
56.4
7.2
14
14
6
78.2
3.6
7
16
58.1
8.8
6
79.0
3.7
11
59.3
9.3
5
79.6
8
5.0
60.2 10.7
4
9
8
80.1
5.2
10
359
100.0
165
100.0
or more
# of offenses is incidence for the year prior to interview.
Cum. % is the cumulative percentage of the population whose
response score was less than or equal to the value listed.
*Note: the highest reported frequency for males was 6059,
for females 2357.
% Dif. is the difference between incidence and weighted
incidence scales for the cumulative percentage of
respondents represented.
weighting technique would serve to identify those
individuals who did not deviate often (and thus would be
missed by a raw incidence scale), but who committed offenses
that made them, nonetheless, serious threats to society.
While the mean score (and the male/female ratio) on
this scale is higher than that of the raw incidence scale
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that follows, the unveiling of serious offenders is not
obvious.

For males, the difference in the cumulative

distribution indicates an increase in discrimination for
offenders with scores of 3 and higher.

The female sample

shows the greatest increase in discrimination for 7 or more
offenses.

These levels indicate that few cases are affected

by the seriousness weight, and that many of the serious
offenders are also frequent offenders.
This method, again, serves to exaggerate the
differences between males and females.

The large increase

in the scores of the most frequent offenders (who were often
those engaging in serious acts) creates an even greater skew
in the distribution than raw incidence measures (illustrated
by the maximum values of 6059 for males and 2357 for
females), and produces a large male/female ratio.

Incidence Scales

From Gottfredson and Hirschi's perspective, many
behaviors (both criminal and non-criminal, serious and
trivial) are of interest for the analysis of delinquency,
and the issue of seriousness has limited usefulness.

These

serious behaviors are rare, and as such involve a large
opportunity component (as discussed in the previous chapter)
which is counter to the measurement goal presented here.
Incidence, or frequency counts of delinquent acts, are
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also popular in delinquency research.

The initial survey

showed that of the twenty-four items in the General
Delinquency B scale, with 1719 valid cases, the mean number
of offenses engaged in during the year prior to the survey
was 17.1.

The mean number of offenses engaged in by males

was 25.6, however, over 85 percent of the males had engaged
in fewer than the average number of offenses (see Table 3.2
for frequency distributions of this index by gender).

The

average number of behaviors engaged in during the one year
Table 3.2
Frequency Distributions for the Incidence
of 24 Delinquent Acts,
by Gender

# of
Offenses

Males
Frequency
Cum. %

Females
Frequency
Cum. %

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 or more

197
104
101
54
56
43
27
30
16
21
256

368
79
86
45
32
28
20
15
7
6
118

21.5
32.9
43.9
49.8
56.0
60.7
63.6
66.9
68.6
70.9
100.0

45.8
55.6
66.3
71. 9
75.9
79.4
81.8
83.7
84.6
85.3
100.0

# of offenses is incidence for the year prior to interview.
Cum. % is the cumulative percentage of the population whose
response score was less than or equal to the value listed.
*Note: the highest reported frequency for males was 2218,
for females 365.
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period was 7.5 for the females, but more than 83 percent of
them had engaged in less than the average number of
offenses.
3.4.

The male/female ratio of these mean values is

The skewed nature of the distribution of this scale

indicates the strong influence of the few subjects engaging
in many delinquent acts.

While these few cases may be of

importance to some questions, they are not particularly
informative for present purposes.

In a general examination

of the relationship between gender and self-control, the
differences between offenders and non-offenders may be much
more important (and involve a much larger portion of the
sample) than the difference between those subjects who
engaged in nine acts, and those who engaged in ten or more.
Although both distributions are skewed, this effect is even
more dramatic for the female sample, in which less than 15
percent of the subjects engaged in ten or more acts.

While

the majority of the females engaged in one or no acts, and
the majority of males engaged in four or fewer, the average
values of this distribution are misleading, as is the
male/female ratio computed with these extreme cases
included.
In the evaluation of general differences in selfcontrol, the use of a measure such as the one above has a
severe drawback--the most important difference, that between
those who do and do not engage in the acts in question, is
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obscured by a small number of cases reporting very high
values for the scale.

For the issue of gender differences

in self-control, this disparity becomes an even greater
hindrance, as the high values for males are far more extreme
than the high values for females.

While these incidence

measures would appropriately address questions regarding the
frequency of male and female offending, the questions here
are not those of frequency, but of substance.
Gottfredson and Hirschi do not deny that males engage
in a greater amount of deviant activity than females.
Measures of frequency of offending, however, are likely to
exaggerate gender differences, creating the impression that
female delinquencies are trivial, and not worthy of serious
study.

Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis argue that these

measures, "overstate the dominance of male offenders in the
population, especially in those categories where recidivism
is more likely to occur" (1981:139).
frequency differences are not central.

For present purposes,
The question now

becomes, given knowledge of the differences in the frequency
of offending, is there a gender effect on self-control
separate from the frequency and seriousness issues?

Variety Scales

Variety scales, or prevalence scales, measure the types
of behavior engaged in, and typically minimize gender
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differences (Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis 1981:146-147).

As

a measure of the versatility of types of acts engaged in,
prevalence scales eliminate the inflation of male/female
differences caused by adjusting for seriousness (since most
serious acts are committed by males) and frequency (since
males are also more likely to be chronic offenders).

To

construct variety scales, incidence scales are dichotomized
and the score for each subject represents merely the total
number of different delinquent acts he or she has engaged
in.

The obvious effect is to compress the distribution of

the original incidence scale (see Table 3.3).
prevalence score for this sample is 2.1.
for males is 2.7, for females, 1.4.

The mean

The average score

The male/female

prevalence ratio of offending is 1.9--a decrease from that
of the incidence scale ratio of 3.4, and much less than the
seriousness scale ratio of 4.5.

Over 63 percent of males

and 68 percent of females engaged in fewer than the mean
number of behaviors for this measure.
While this distribution does, in fact, minimize the
differences between the most extreme cases, there is still
variation among the lower values for the scale.

Since those

individuals with scores of zero on the incidence scale will
also have scores of zero on the prevalence scale, changing
scales has not diminished the ability to distinguish between
delinquents and non-delinquents.

The prevalence measure is
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actually a measure of versatility, a concept central to
Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory.

Male/female ratios for

offense versatility reflect the fact that fewer females than
males engage in criminal or delinquent behavior.

Because

the concept of versatility suggests that frequent offenders
will engage in more types of delinquency than occasional
offenders, these ratios also reflect the larger number of
behaviors engaged in by males.

Dichotomizing the unweighted

Table 3.3
Frequency Distributions for the Prevalence
of 24 Delinquent Acts,
by Gender

# of
Males
Offenses Frequency

o

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10-24

197
238
150
91
76
45
31
26
14
14
36

Cum. %
21.5
47.9
63.4
73.3
81. 6
86.5
89.9
92.7
94.2
95.8
100.0

Females
Frequency
368
189
119
44
33

19
12
9
3
7

9

Cum. %
45.8
68.4
83.1
88.6
92.7
95.0
96.5
97.6
98.0
98.9
100.0

# of offenses is prevalence for the year prior to interview.
Cum. % is the cumulative percentage of the population whose
response score was less than or equal to the value listed.

frequency counts of delinquency does not remove the gender
effect.

It does reduce the influence of rare behaviors and
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habitual behaviors, both of which reflect the objective
opportunity of these behaviors.
The variety of acts engaged in has direct implications
for self-control theory.

The parallel quality of criminal

and delinquent acts, and many non-criminal acts as well, is
the basis of the concept of versatility, which implies that
prevalence measures should be excellent measures of selfcontrol 36 .
Hindelang, Hirschi and Weis found large differences in
male/female ratios for various types of scales.

In a

comprehensive survey of extant delinquency research, they
found a general pattern among reported male/female
delinquency ratios.

Incidence measures, and scales composed

of serious behaviors, had higher male/female ratios than
prevalence measures, especially those that represented more
general variety scales.

In fact, they assert that, "sex

differences are often a function of the cutting point and/or
the criterion statistic used" (1981:153) and dispute the
appropriateness of the use of global measures for all
analyses concerned with delinquency37.
36Although versatility is not the focus of this work,
recall that it was proffered as an essential component of
the theory in Chapter One.
37This assertion is fundamental to the logic of this
chapter and will be used to continue the clarification of
ideal measures of self-control with respect to gender
differences.
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It is precisely this logic that leads me to the
conclusion that behavioral scales that are widely available
may not be the most appropriate for the separation of
opportunity and self-controI 38 . Although the prevalence
scales remove much of the opportunity effect, versatility
measures generally include some behaviors that are, in some
way, prohibited to females.

The inclusion of these 'male'

behaviors, again, confounds opportunity with self-control.

Attitudinal Measures of Self-Control

Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis (1981) suggest that
validity be assessed in the context of the goal of
measurement.

If the measurement goal were merely prediction

of criminal or delinquent acts, or assessment of the amount
of delinquency occurring in the population (whether by
incidence or prevalence), the behavioral measures above may
well be the best measurement tools.

Within the context of

the general theory, Hirschi and Gottfredson (1993) support
the use of behavioral measures, such as the prevalence
(variety) scales discussed above 39 .

38This does not deny the potential to construct a
behavioral scale that would include deviant behaviors that
do not exaggerate the gender difference; unfortunately,
these scales are not available in the present data set.
39They do, however, suggest the use of more deviant
items, and less serious behaviors in these scales.
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These behavioral measures are certainly capable of
addressing gender differences, although incidence,
seriousness, and prevalence scales would do this in
different contexts.

Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis found that

the validity of delinquency scales (of all types) varied
little by gender.

In summarizing their assessment of the

validity of self-report measures, the authors state that
"there is a small mean gamma difference across sex," but
that the self-report measures they examined demonstrated
validity for both genders (1981:112-14).
However, because my measurement goal is to capture the
theoretical construct of self-control in an instrument as
opportunity-free as possible, behavioral measures become
problematic.

To engage in a behavior one must have the

opportunity (objective and subjective) to do so
(opportunity, in Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory, is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for the occurrence of
deviant behavior).

Thus, in the search for the optimal

opportunity-free measure of self-control, it is necessary to
turn from behavioral measures to attitudinal measures since
attitudes are available to everyone 40 .

40Some attitudinal measures such as those evaluating
self-worth or skill may not be available to everyone, but
measures evaluating the appropriateness of behaviors should
be equally available to everyone.
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Attitudes are an abundant resource, and do not
necessarily reflect actual behavior.

In fact, the general

theory does not propose a direct causal link between
attitude and behavior41.

There is no motivation to deviate,

or personality characteristic that forces individuals with
low self-control to engage in specific types of behavior.
Presumably, individuals with attitudes favorable to deviance
will be less restricted in their behavior than individuals
with attitudes against deviance, but approval of one's own
behavior is not necessary for that behavior to exist.

While

attitudinal measures may be one indicator of self-control,
Gottfredson and Hirschi indicate that, "lack of self-control
does not require crime and can be counteracted by
situational conditions or other properties of the
individual" (1990:89).

This does not preclude an

attitudinal measure of self-control, but it does restrict
the types of attitudes that are appropriate to the
analysis42.
The National Youth Survey includes two types of
attitudinal measures relevant to delinquent behavior.

The

41There is, however, a substantial literature on the
relationship between attitudes and behavior, which will be
addressed in Chapter Four.
42Psychological research often includes several
attitudinal measures that may reflect self-control, but are
not focused on deviant or delinquent behaviors. These
measures are not available in the current data set.
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first scale contains fourteen measures of "contextualized"
attitudes toward deviance.

Each item asks respondents to

agree or disagree (on a five pOint Likert scale) with an
attitudinal evaluation of norm compliance (or violation)
within a specific context.

For example, the subjects are

asked to agree or disagree with the statement, "It's
important to be honest with your parents, even if they
become upset or you get punished."

There are also items

worded to reflect a lack of norms, such as, "To stay out of
trouble, it is sometimes necessary to lie to parents."
(Presumably, the items are stated this way to avoid
confounding attitudes with agreement effects.)

Each of the

fourteen items measures the extent to which the respondent
feels the norm (honesty, following rules or laws, fair play,
not beating people up, doing your own work) should be
followed and the benefit of violating the norm (staying out
of trouble, having friends, making a good impression,
success, respect, having someone trust you) sacrificed.
Each item also provides a situational context (parents,
teachers, school, friends) and some items are evaluated for
more than one situation.

(Exact wording of items is

included in Appendix D.)
At first inspection, these items seem to include many
of the crucial components of Gottfredson and Hirschi's
theory.

These items contrast general social norms (those
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that might provide the long-term benefits that would be
difficult for individuals with low self-control to
appreciate) with benefits that are much more likely to be
apparent to the low self-control individual.

These

characteristics represent both classical criminology's
assumptions regarding the nature of man (as self-serving,
hedonistic) and the social contract (the sacrifice of some
small liberty for a greater benefit), which are critical to
Gottfredson and Hirschi's work.
Table 3.4
Frequency Distributions for Contextual Attitude Scale,
by Gender

Attitude
Males
Score
Frequency Cum. %

Females
Frequency Cum. %

o

131
136
114
103
81
70
49
36

I
2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10-14

94
131
109
101
109
95
91
62
45
24
57

10.2
24.5
36.4
47.4
59.3
69.6
79.5
86.3
91.2
93.8
100.0

33

21
33

16.2
33.1
47.2
60.0
70.0
78.7
84.8
89.2
93.3
95.9
100.0

Attitude score is the number of answers indicating low selfcontrol.
Cum. % is the cumulative percentage of the population whose
score was less than or equal to the value listed.
The distribution of this scale is summarized in table
3.4.

This distribution is slightly skewed, but is much less
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so than the distribution for the behavioral measures
discussed above.
females 3.4.

The mean value for males is 4.1, and for

In both groups approximately 60 percent of the

respondents' scores were below average.

The male/female

ratio for this scale is 1.2, a vast reduction from the
ratios for seriousness and incidence scales, and even less
than the ratio of 1.9 for the prevalence scale.

Shifting

from behavioral to attitudinal scales is clearly one method
of increasing the variability of response for females and
reducing the disparity between males and females.

This

scale appears to be an excellent measurement tool--the
increased variation and reduced disparity indicate that much
of the opportunity effect present in the behavioral measures
has been avoided by using an attitudinal measure.

For

present purposes, however, this scale is, perhaps, too
complex.
The situational context (whether the scenario involves
parents, school, teachers, or friends) is clearly an
objective opportunity component.

While some of the items

involve multiple situations (thus the possibility for
controlling for this opportunity component), this is not
true for every item.

Additionally, assuming that these

measures are accurately assessing the potential for
behavior, asking individuals whether they would engage in a
behavior involves opportunity in much the same way that
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behavioral measures do.

Individuals who have little

opportunity to engage in a behavior in their own life are
likely to deny potential involvement in that behavior.
Perceived opportunity (part of the subjective component of
opportunity) biases these measures.

Unfortunately, the data

set does not include comparable measures of these behaviors
that could be used as controls for the opportunity element.
While the opportunity component of behavioral measures
is reduced in these attitudinal measures, and they are in
turn more evenly distributed for males and females, some
element of opportunity (both objective and subjective)
remains.

Such measures may be relevant to self-control

theory, and could be useful for other analyses of selfcontrol, but the inclusion of an opportunity element is for
present purposes unfortunate.

Fortunately, other

attitudinal measures are available.
The second attitudinal scale includes nine measures of
the respondent's perception of whether a behavior is right
or wrong. This scale evaluates "how wrong" subjects feel it
would be for people their own age to engage in each of 9
delinquent acts.

No mitigating circumstances are mentioned

and the victim or recipient of the inappropriate action is
not identified.

This scale includes a variety of acts,

including cheating on a school test, small and large theft,
violence, vandalism, breaking and entering, marijuana and
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alcohol use, and drug dealing.

(The exact wording of items

is provided in Appendix E.)
The distribution of this scale (shown in table 3.5) is
also less skewed than the behavioral measures discussed
above.

The mean score for all respondents is 3.5.

For

males, the average response score is 3.9, for females, 3.1.
Over 47 percent of males and 60 percent of females were
below average.

The male/female ratio for this scale is 1.2

(as is the ratio for the contextual attitude scale).

This

attitudinal scale also shows a reduction in disparity by
gender, greater variation in response for males and females,
and a small male/female ratio compared to the behavioral
scales.

For the present purposes, this scale has all of the

advantages of the previous attitudinal scale.
In addition to having all of the benefits of the
previous measure, this scale does not include the objective
opportunity bias present in the first attitudinal scale.
Although the situational context of the previous scale
apparently does not affect its gender disparity, there are
theoretical advantages to using an attitudinal scale that
does not place delinquency in an opportunity context.

There

is, in fact, some opportunity present in both attitudinal
scales.

Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory does not require

the opportunity to engage in behavior that one approves, but
it does require that opportunity be present in order to
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engage in any behavior.

As a non-contextual measure, this

scale does not combine specific situations (objective
opportunity) with the evaluation of delinquent behavior.

In

these measures, individual involvement is not assessed-moral assessment of the appropriateness of behavior does not
require assessment of one's own likelihood to engage in that
behavior.

However, having engaged in the behavior may

potentially influence this issue.

Thus, subjective

Table 3.5
Frequency Distributions for Attitude Toward Delinquency,
by Gender

Males
Attitudinal
Frequency Cum. %
Score
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

111
103
122
102
108
118
81
37
51
85

12.1
23.3
36.6
47.7
59.5
72.3
81.2
85.2
90.7
100.0

Females
Frequency Cum. s-o
142
108
126
113
94
80
53
33
21
37

17.6
31.0
46.6
60.6
72.2
82.2
88.7
92.8
95.4
100.0

Attitudinal score is the number of answers indicating low
self-control.
Cum. % is the cumulative percentage of the population whose
score was less than or equal to the value listed.
opportunity has not

been completely removed 43 .

Fortunately, this opportunity effect can be controlled
43There is still an element of subjectivity in
perceived opportunity.
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(corresponding behavioral measures will be used to control
for perceived opportunity here).

In light of the ability to

control for the small opportunity element that remains, this
attitudinal scale appears to be the best tool for assessing
gender differences in self-control.

Assessing the Optimal Measure
An

optimal measure for the examination of gender

differences in self-control should be valid as a measure of
self-control for both males and females, and it should be
opportunity-free.

Let me now address the validity of this

scale.
To assess the strength of this scale as an indicator of
low self-control it was compared with the behavioral scales
and the contextual attitude scale.

To avoid contaminating

the comparison, it was necessary to use a low-self control
act that was not contained, in any form (attitudinal or
behavioral), in any of the scales discussed.

Gottfredson

and Hirschi (1990) stress that low self-control behaviors do
not have to be criminal; any behavior that has negative
long-term consequences and short-term benefits qualifies as
a low self-control behavior.

Since the issue at hand

involves the examination of low self-control with as little
opportunity effect as possible, the indicator should be
freely available and easily accessible.
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Wave IV of the National Youth Survey includes just such
a measure.

This survey (conducted 3 years after the

original work) assessed the tobacco use of respondents44.
Tobacco use (whether in the form of cigarettes, pipes, or
chewing tobacco) has severe long-term consequences, is
widely available (to both males and females), and is not
necessarily illegal (depending on the age of the respondent,
which ranges from fourteen to twenty). Since these products
can be purchased through vending machines, even those who
Table 3.6
Correlation Coefficients for Tobacco Use
With Self-Control Scales

Scale

Tobacco Prevalence

Tobacco Frequency

.0793

.0826

.1056

.1225

.2123

.2226

.1380

.1598

.1658

.1702

24 Item Incidence
Measure
24 Item Weighted
Measure
24 Item Prevalence
Measure
Contextual Attitude
Measure
Attitude Toward Deviance
Measure

All correlations are significant at the .01 level
are legally restricted from purchasing them have reasonable
access.

There are two measures of tobacco use, one of

44Although this measure was assessed at a later date
than the original measure, the predictive value should not
be reduced, by Gottfredson and Hirschi's standards.
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prevalence and one of the frequency, which is assessed only
for those individuals who have used tobacco during the year
prior to the survey (see appendix D for the exact wording of
the items).
Table 3.6 shows Pearson correlation coefficients
between tobacco use and the five scales described above.
The strongest predictor of tobacco use is the behavioral
prevalence measure.

The behavioral measures adjusted for

frequency and seriousness of behavior are less adequate
predictors of tobacco use, as would be expected from the
previous discussion of these measures.

The magnitude of the

attitudinal measures indicates that they do not predict
tobacco use as well as the behavioral prevalence measure
does, but they do predict tobacco use better than the
seriousness measures.

My ideal "gender" measure, the

attitudes toward delinquency scale, has a moderate,
significant correlation with the measure of low selfcontrol.

These relationships hold regardless of measure of

tobacco use (frequency or prevalence).

This confirms the

problems inherent in the use of seriousness or incidence
scales.
One method of assessing the validity of a measure is to
examine its relationship with a parallel measure, taken in
another context.

Hindelang, Hirschi, and Weis (1981) employ

this method to assess the validity of self-report measures
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of delinquency with respect to self-reports of official
contact, official reports, and unofficial reports.
Fortunately, the acts used in constructing the attitudinal
scale are also evaluated as self-report delinquency items.
There is a strong, significant correlation (.4627) between
the behavioral items and the attitudinal items (see appendix
E for a complete description of these items).

Because this

scale meets the criterion of convergent validity, and the
behavioral scale can be used to control further for
opportunity, additional analysis seems justified.

Gender differences in Self-Control

Now, to return to the original question--are there
gender differences in self-control that are separate from
the influences of opportunity?

Regressing gender on the

attitudinal self-control measure produces a model that
explains little of the variance in the self-control measure
(R2

= .02), but indicates that gender is a significant

predictor of attitudes reflecting self-control.
analysis opportunity-free?

But is this

The strong correlation between

the attitudinal items and the corresponding behavioral
measures suggests that some opportunity effect may persist.
Fortunately, measures of these behavioral items are
available for use as a control.
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Using the attitudes toward delinquency scale as a
measure of self-control, and the corresponding delinquent
behavior scale as a control for the opportunity effect
should remove the bias inherent in asking about acts the
Table 3.7
Coefficients for Regression of
Gender and Delinquent Behavior on
Attitude Toward Delinquency

Variable

Coefficient

Stand. Error

Significance

Gender

0.785071

.127879

.0000

Constant

4.699014

.198254

.0000

Gender Model

Model R2 = .02141
Model F (1723) = 37.7
Model Significance = .0000
Gender and Prior Behavior Model
Delinquent
Behavior

0.677568

.031589

.0000

Gender

0.282389

.116026

.0150

Constant

2.442626

.205187

.0000

Model R2 = .22773
Model F (1722) = 253.9
Model Significance = .0000
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respondent mayor may not have engaged in 45 .

A second OLS

model regressing gender and behavior on self-control
confirms the presence of a gender effect when level of
behavior is controlled.

At equal levels of delinquent

behavior, the predicted value of male self-control will be
.28 higher than the predicted value for females (this
indicates that males have lower self-control).

For members

of the same gender group, a one unit increase in the
delinquent behavior score corresponds to an increase in the
self-control score of .67.

While a difference in behavior

predicts a larger difference in self-control than does
gender, the gender effect persists.
Gottfredson and Hirschi posit that gender differences
may be a function of both "crime differences and differences
in self-control that are not produced by direct external
control" (1990:149).

They do not, however, specify what

these differences in self-control may be.

The present

attempt to remove any opportunity effect from the
examination of gender differences in self-control indicates
that there is, in fact, a small but persistent difference in
the level of self-control (separate from the obvious
45The use of an independent variable that is highly
correlated with the dependent variable is likely to decrease
the observed effect of other independent variables. Since
prior behavior is an excellent predictor of attitudes, this
situation is especially pertinent. If the gender effect
persists, it will have overcome this effect.
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opportunity differences) for males and females.

An

examination of the elements and sources of self-control
specified by Gottfredson and Hirschi may inform this issue.
Criminal acts provide immediate, easy, simple
gratification of desires.

They are exciting, risky, or

thrilling and provide few or meager long-term benefits.
They require little skill or planning and often result in
pain or discomfort for the victim (1990:89).

Although it is

beyond the scope of this work, these elements of selfcontrol may well contain the key to the gender difference in
self-control.
The sources of self-control may also inform this issue.
Following Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory, this gender
difference in criminality (a result of differing levels of
self-control) may be a direct result of differential childrearing.

While self-control theory does not contain the

element of differential motivation to commit deviant acts
popular in many theories of socialization, the issue of
differential child-rearing practices for males and females
may shed light on the gender difference in self-control.

In

fact, barring biological gender differences, variability in
child-rearing practices may be the only logical source of
the gender difference in self-control.
The attitudinal self-control scale, one as free of
opportunity as possible, also merits further attention.

The
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relationship between these attitudes and delinquent behavior
has been virtually ignored by Gottfredson and Hirschi, and
will be examined in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ATTITUDES, BEHAVIOR, AND SELF-CONTROL
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The previous chapter established the importance of
various measurements of the concept of self-control to the
empirical testing of Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory.

The

most useful measurement tool for the question addressed was
an attitudinal measure of self-control, with a behavioral
measure used to control for opportunity.

Yet Gottfredson

and Hirschi (1990) pay little attention to the concept of
attitudes in their work.

In this chapter, I will examine

the relevance of the relationship between attitudes and
behavior to delinquency theory in general, and to
Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory specifically.

The primary

goal of this chapter is to clarify the role of attitudes in
self-control theory.

Attitudes and Behavior in Delinquency Theory

The relationship between attitudes and behaviors is one
of great importance to psychological theories.

While there

is the eternal question of what attitudes mean (LaPiere
1934), psychological researchers have devoted considerable
effort to the evaluation of these types of measures, and the
assessment of their validity as predictors of behavior (see
Pulkkinen 1982 and Zuckerman and Koestner 1988).

While

psychological measures take many forms (attitudinal,
behavioral, and physiological), and the similarities between
forms of psychological measures used to predict variables
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such as crime are extensive, the linkage between these
various forms of measures has not been fully developed
(Sherman and Fazio 1983).
The relationship between attitudes and behavior is
important to many delinquency theories.

Cultural deviance

models of delinquency posit attitudes and beliefs as the
direct link to delinquent behavior.

In an overview of these

models, Kornhauser assesses this relationship.
In cultural deviance models there is no such
thing as deviance in the ordinary meaning of that
word. If conformity is defined as obedience to
the norms of one's culture and deviance as
violation of those norms, then human beings
apparently lack the capacity for deviance ... People
never violate the norms of their own groups, only
the norms of other groups. What appears to be
deviance is simply a label applied by an out-group
to the conforming behavior endorsed in one's own
subculture (1978:29).
Some cultural theories attribute delinquency to
subcultures that endorse behavior that is outlawed by the
dominant culture, while others contend that a lack of
parental or community influence results in weakened
commitment to the prevailing system of values (Kornhauser
1978:25).

In either case, the resultant delinquency is

behavior that is in accordance with the norms of the
individual engaging in it.
In other work, culture conflict may permeate a group or
affect individuals, but this conflict (delinquent or
criminal behavior) is a direct result of differential
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moralities of the deviant group or individual and the
reigning culture (Sellin 1979).
Sutherland gives many examples of cultural contexts for
crime, ranging from the Bhamptas of India (a tribe of wellskilled thieves) to delinquent street gangs, and uses
differential association to explain all of these behaviors.
In his description of the principles of differential
association, he states that part of the association process
is learning motives, drives, and rationalizations, and that,
"the specific direction of motives and drives is learned
from definitions of the legal codes as favorable or
unfavorable" (1947:6).

Clearly, the relationship between

attitudes and behavior is very close in these theories.
Strain theories also address the relationship between
attitudes and behavior.

These models, "assume that all

children have been equally well socialized, have equally
strong ties to family and other social units, and have the
same culturally defined wants" (Kornhauser 1978:47).
Delinquency is a result of the strain of being without the
means to fulfill these wants which causes some individuals
to use alternative means to achieve fulfillment.

In strain

models, the inability to succeed within the approved
normative structure of society causes some to seek success
within an alternative normative structure.
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Strain is incorporated into Elliott, Huizinga, and
Ageton's (1985) integrated theory, and tested in Elliott,
Huizinga, and Menard's (1989) work on delinquency and drug
use.

In this theory, strain is seen as "causally prior to

conventional and deviant bonding" (1989:143).

Bonding is

operationalized by attitudinal scales assessing the extent
to which societal norms are reflected.

Thus, strain creates

in some individuals attitudes favorable toward delinquency,
crime, or other deviant acts.
Control theories see strain as constant (i.e., there
will always be unfulfilled wants), and the level of bonding
to conventional institutions as variable (Kornhauser 1978).
Within the context of a single moral order (one set of
societal definitions of appropriate and inappropriate
behavior that mayor may not be learned, as opposed to the
cultural concept of many different sets of norms, one of
which will be learned), variable levels of bonding may
create variable levels of belief, but this is not always the
case.

In Causes of Delinquency, Hirschi frames the central

question for control theorists as, "Why does a man violate
the rules in which he believes?" in contrast to that asked
by other theories, "Why do men differ in their beliefs about
what constitutes good and desirable conduct?" (1969:23).
Essentially, although there may be some individuals who are
so poorly socialized that they do not know the rules of
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society, the majority of offenders know the rules, and
violate them regardless.
Social control does not see the lack of belief as
motivation to engage in crime or delinquency, or as a
barrier to it.

Hirschi suggests that delinquents "may well

believe these acts are wrong, but the meaning and efficacy
of such beliefs are contingent upon other beliefs and,
indeed, on the strength of other ties to the conventional
order" (1969:26).

Thus, the relationship between attitudes

and behavior, from the social control perspective, must
reflect the lack of motivation specified in this theory.

The Importance of Attitudes and Behavior for the General
Theory

Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) are surprisingly quiet
on the issue of attitudes.

Self-control is clearly applied

within the framework of the single moral order, and has many
similarities to social control.

However, the differences

between them require careful analysis of self-control and
its relationship to attitudes before these assumptions can
be tested.
Two components of the theory are essential to
Gottfredson and Hirschi's position on the relationships
between attitudes and behavior.

I will discuss these

relationships within the specific contexts of the parents'
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attitudes toward children's behavior, children's attitudes,
and children's behavior.

The first component is the

relationship between parents' and children's attitudes.

The

second is the relationship between attitudes and behavior.
Since child rearing is the major source of self-control
(which in conjunction with opportunity guides behavior), its
connection with attitudes is crucial to these relationships.
Gottfredson and Hirschi state that four conditions are
necessary for the creation of self-control in a child:
attachment, supervision, recognition of deviance, and
punishment of deviant behavior (1990:97).

Self-control

theory is consistent with the classical assumption of a
universal moral order.

Thus, even "parents with criminal

records do not encourage crime in their children"
(1990:101).

Differences in self-control do not stern from

differential cultural norms regarding which behaviors are
inappropriate, they stern from differential levels of
effectiveness in child rearing.

This is not meant to deny

the connection between criminal parents and potentially
criminal children, only to say that the continuation of this
trait is strictly unintentional on the parents' part
(reflecting a lack of effort rather than a lack of parenting
resources).

Essentially, low self-control parents will be

less apt to supply the four requirements of successful
childrearing than high self-control parents.

The initial
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question here is how these differences in the effectiveness
of child rearing, and consequently, differences in level of
self-control, are related to attitudes and behavior.
Given the assumption of the universality of right and
wrong, and the corollary assumption that parents do not
encourage their children to engage in deviant behavior, it
is clear that control theory would assume that most parents
would not see deviant behavior by their children as
acceptable.

Essentially, there would be little variation in

parent's attitudes toward their children's delinquency.
Equally forthright is the lack of variability in
children's attitudes toward their behavior.

Self-control

theory (as well as social control theory) does not assume
that various subcultures within the population have
different perceptions of right and wrong.

The assumption of

a universal set of norms implies that there will also be
little variation in children's perceptions of the moral
acceptability of deviant behavior, although there may be
more variation in children's perceptions than in their
parents.
These assumptions are not present in all delinquency
research.

Research utilizing cultural or strain theories,

such as Elliott et ale 's (1989) work assumes that there will
be variation in perceptions of right and wrong (in this
case, the variation would be caused by strain).

Before
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examining the precise nature of these relationships, I will
assess the variation of attitudes toward delinquency.
Data

The data used to examine the relationships between
parent's attitudes toward delinquency, children's attitudes
toward delinquency, and children's delinquency are from the
first wave of the National Youth Survey.

Wave I of this

survey, used for the preceding analyses (in chapters two and
three), includes separate interviews with children (who were
between eleven and seventeen years old at the time of the
first interview in 1977) and a parent or guardian.

The

majority of the parents (87.6 percent of valid cases) were
mothers, 7.1 percent were fathers, and the remaining 5.3
percent were stepmothers, stepfathers, foster mothers, or
other relatives.

Among the items in the parent interview

are nine items reflecting parental evaluation of how wrong
it is for adolescents to engage in specific deviant
behaviors.

These behaviors are also evaluated by the

children (in separate interviews) with respect to how wrong
it is for someone their age to engage in them.

Children

also report their own participation in these nine behaviors
over the past year.

These parallel measures of parent's

attitudes, children's attitudes, and children's behavior tap
a variety of behaviors, including cheating on tests, heroin,
marijuana and alcohol use, petty theft and large theft,

III

vandalism, hitting someone, and breaking and entering.

(For

exact wording of these items, see Appendix E.)

Variation in Attitudes and Behavior

Frequency distributions for the scales are shown in
table 4.1 (the full table of cell counts for all analyses is
listed in Appendix F). Values of the measure of parent's
attitudes toward delinquency range from zero to four,
indicating the number of the nine items that were deemed to
be a little wrong, or not wrong at all.

Ninety-three

percent of parents deemed none of the behaviors acceptable.
Among the nine items, the behavior most likely to be deemed
acceptable was alcohol consumption (5.3 percent of parents
evaluated it as a little wrong or not wrong at all).

The

acts most likely to be considered wrong or very wrong were
heroin use and breaking and entering (0.1 percent of parents
deemed

these behaviors to be acceptable).

There was little

variation in this measure, which will be discussed later.
Values of children's attitudes toward delinquency range
from zero to nine, showing greater variation than the parent
attitudes.

Among the children, 56.6 percent deemed none of

the listed behaviors to be acceptable, 18.2 percent of
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Table 4.1
Frequency Distributions for Attitudinal and
Behavioral Delinquency Scales

Delinquent
Attitude
Scale
N
Cum. %

Parent
Attitude
Scale
N
Cum. %

20.0

954

56.6

1548 93.0

350

40.8

307

74.8

88

98.3

2

354

61. 9

205

87.0

20

99.5

3

277

78.4

117

93.9

6

99.9

4

164

88.2

54

97.1

2

100.0

5

110

94.8

25

98.6

6

57

98.1

9

99.1

7

21

99.3

8

99.6

8

8

99.8

4

99.8

9

3

100.0

3

100.0

Scale
Score

Delinquent
Behavior
Scale
N
Cum. %

0

335

1

Cum.% is the percent of the total sample with scores less
than or equal to the score shown.
Scale Score is the number of behaviors engaged in during the
past year or considered "a little wrong" or "not wrong at
all"
respondents deemed one of the behaviors acceptable, 12.2
percent of respondents deemed two of the behaviors
acceptable, and the remaining 13.0 percent deemed three or
more behaviors acceptable.

The two behaviors most often

approved were alcohol consumption (25.3 percent) and
cheating on a test (21.1 percent).

Breaking and entering

was least likely to be approved (1.6 percent) .
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Children's self-reported delinquency scores ranged from
zero to nine, showing the most variation.

Twenty percent of

respondents had not engaged in any of the nine behaviors
over the past year;

20.8 percent of respondents had engaged

in one behavior, 21.1 percent had engaged in two, 16.5
percent had engaged in three, and the remaining 21.6 percent
had engaged in four or more behaviors.
As self-control theory would predict, the distribution
of both attitudes and behavior is heavily skewed (especially
that of attitudes).

Crime and delinquency are deviant

behavior, and as such are likely to be relatively
infrequent.

The variety of behaviors included in the scales

(including several serious, and thus very rare behaviors)
contributes to the skew of the data.

From the control

perspective, variability in delinquent activity is likely to
be higher than variability in attitudes toward the same
behavior (recall that this theory assumes a single moral
order).

Mere knowledge of the inappropriateness of a

behavior does not prevent its occurrence;

individuals must

also possess enough self-control to refrain from the
behavior.
The issue of the relative infrequency of deviant
behavior (particularly violent crime, and other behaviors
typically considered serious) is central to the study of
crime and delinquency, and the rareness of these activities
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has not prevented their study.

Clearly, moral approval of

deviant behavior (by the children or their parents) is less
likely than the occurrence of the behaviors themselves.
Although the skewed distributions present challenges for the
analysis of the relationship between attitudes and behavior,
it does not render these questions unanswerable.

While

these distributions require special modes of analysis, it is
possible to examine them46 .

Attitudes and Behavior in Gottfredson and Hirschi's Theory

Now, using the control theorist's assumptions of
universal norms, is there benefit in examining the
relationship between attitudes and behavior from this
perspective?

From the lack of discussion of this topic, it

is clear that Gottfredson and Hirschi did not find the topic
a compelling one.

The discussion of beliefs in Hirschi's

(1969) earlier work, however, indicates that the authors are

aware of the variety of theoretical positions on this

46As shown in Appendix F, there are a high number of 0
cells, particularly in the attitudinal analysis. Condensing
these tables, to eliminate some of the zero cells, produced
no change in the relationships for the analysis of youth and
Parent Attitudes with Delinquency. However, truncation
required condensing the Parent Attitude by youth Attitude to
16 cells, neglecting the more extensive variation in youth
attitudes (compared to parent attitudes) and diminished the
effectiveness of the proffered models. For this
relationship the model of independence was the best fit for
the 16 cell table.
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relationship present in the extant literature.

Clarifying

the relationship between attitudes and behavior within the
self-control framework would, at best, inform Gottfredson
and Hirschi's theory; at worst, it would help to clarify
their position and situate this theory in the field (with
respect to the attitudes/behavior issue).

The first logical

step is to exhume any clues to the authors' position on this
issue from their theory.
From Gottfredson and Hirschi's perspective, the
pleasure inherent in deviant activity is clear, and quite
obvious.

The painful consequences that may be suffered are

far less obvious to the offender, and are certainly less
directly related to the behavior than the pleasures.

Thus,

although the pleasure of an act is visible to most people,
the ability to "calculate potential pains" is highly
variable.

"Whereas the pleasures of crime are reasonably

equally distributed over the population, this is not true of
the pains" (1990:95).

In general, the elements of self-

control affect calculation of the consequences of one's own
behavior.

Some of these elements, including insensitivity

and low intelligence, suggest that the individual will
perceive fewer or less serious consequences, so that there
are fewer of them to consider.
It is vital to refrain from including a motivational
element in the relationship between attitudes and behavior.
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Gottfredson and Hirschi clearly stress the lack of
motivation to deviant acts (1990:88).

The elements of self-

control suggest that individuals low on self-control may not
hold as many attitudes consistent with the inappropriateness
of delinquent and criminal acts as individuals with high
self-control.

Certainly an individual with attitudes

condoning behavior generally acknowledged as inappropriate
may be more likely to commit delinquent acts than those
individuals with attitudes condemning these behaviors.
However, it is important to remember that engaging in
delinquent or criminal behavior does not presuppose moral
acceptance of those behaviors.

Thus, this theory would

posit that those individuals who lack sensitivity or
intelligence, for example, would be more likely to engage in
low self-control behavior than sensitive, intelligent
individuals, although these unintelligent, insensitive
individuals would not be driven to commit crime.
Generally, Gottfredson and Hirschi's general theory
suggests three possible patterns for the relationships
between attitudes and behaviors.

The first pattern,

referred to below as hypothesis A, is a direct
correspondence, or matching effect between the variables of
interest.

In the formal specification of this pattern

(detailed below) cases that do not directly correspond are
modeled as independent.

The second pattern, referred to as
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hypothesis B, is independence, indicating that the value of
one variable does not influence (or help to predict) the
value of the other for any cases.

The third pattern,

referred to as hypothesis C, is a lower triangle model.

In

this pattern, cases are again divided into those with direct
correspondence and those without (as in hypothesis A) .
Those cases that do not directly correspond are modelled as
being greater in value on one dimension than the other.

For

each relationship, the general theory is used to specify
which of these hypotheses is the most appropriate, and the
models are tested to assess the fit of Gottfredson and
Hirschi's theory to the available data.

Children's Attitudes and Delinquent Behavior

The relationship between children's attitudes toward
delinquency and their own delinquent behavior should follow
these patterns.

If attitudes were motivation to, or

barriers from delinquency, a one-to-one correspondence (or a
close approximation to it) would be expected between moral
evaluation of a behavior and the tendency to engage in that
behavior.

This reflects

Hypothesis A:

There will be a strong, direct

relationship between children's attitudes toward
delinquency and their own delinquent behavior.
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The relationship between an individual's attitudes and
behavior may be so complex, and severely influenced by other
factors that it becomes virtually nonexistent (as is
proffered in Hirschi's 1969 work).
Hypothesis B:

This situation reflects

Children's attitudes may be independent

of their own behavior.
The most likely case, according to Gottfredson and
Hirschi's theory, is that there will be some cases where
there is a near-perfect correlation between children's
attitudes and behavior (particularly in the case of
individuals who do not engage in delinquent acts), but those
cases where there is not exact correlation are likely to be
skewed in the direction of reflecting moral disapproval of
behaviors that have been engaged in.

This reflects

Hypothesis C: When children's attitudes do not match
their own behavior, attitudes are likely to reflect
approval of fewer behaviors than have been engaged in.
Now, what of the influences of child-rearing on
delinquency and delinquent attitudes?

Although attitudes

that are in accordance with moral principles common to
society do not exclude the possibility of delinquent or
criminal behavior, in general those individuals who do not
engage in delinquent or criminal behavior (individuals with
high self-control) may be better able to recognize a child's
behavior as deviant than those who engage in these
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behaviors.

Consequently, parents with high self-control

(and a highly developed sense of right and wrong) will be
better able, on the whole, to transmit this trait to their
children than parents with low self-control (assuming that
there are no differences in the desire for the child to
become delinquent or criminal).

Parent's and Children's Attitudes Toward Delinquent Behavior

This aspect of effective child rearing helps to
establish the link between parent's attitudes toward
delinquency and youth attitudes toward delinquency.

One

indicator of the effectiveness of child rearing is the
extent to which the parent's perception of deviant behavior
has been transmitted to the child.

The degree to which

attitudes reflecting high self-control have been transmitted
could be a reflection of the success of the child rearing
process.

Regardless of child-rearing success, the

assumption of a single moral order severely limits the
amount of variation in either attitudinal measure.

I have

already shown that these scales show little variation, which
supports Gottfredson and Hirschi's claim.
Hypothesis A:

Thus,

There will be a strong, direct

relationship between parent's attitudes and their
children's attitudes.
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However, since the moral order is universal, but there
is more variation in children's attitudes than in their
parent's attitudes, there is some reason to believe that the
children's attitudes will become more conservative (i.e.,
disapproving of deviant behavior) as they mature.

In this

case, since all adults should have the same attitudes, the
variation in children's attitudes may be independent of
variation in parent's attitudes.
Hypothesis B:

Thus,

Parent's attitudes may be independent of

their children's attitudes and behavior.
An

alternative explanation of this relationship with

respect to the Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory would
attribute some of the variation in children's attitudes to
the small amount of variation in parent's attitudes.

Thus,

Hypothesis C: When parent's attitudes do not directly
correspond to their children's attitudes, parent's
attitudes are likely to be less approving of
delinquency than children's attitudes.

Parent's Attitudes and Children's Delinquent Behavior

A second aspect of effective child rearing is the
extent to which deviant behavior has been curbed.

Simply

realizing that a behavior is considered inappropriate is not
enough to prevent a child from engaging in it, as is
illustrated by every child who continues throwing a temper
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tantrum after the parent has instructed them to stop.
Parental recognition and punishment of deviant acts are
necessary to instill self-control in the child and curb the
behavior.

The link between parent's attitudes toward

delinquent behavior and their children's behavior may be
established through successful enactment of all of the
requirements for effective child rearing.
Because this theorem states that parental influences
are likely to have strong effects on an individual's level
of self control, one might hypothesize a strong influence of
parent's attitudes toward delinquency on children's
delinquency.

Thus,

Hypothesis A:

There will be a strong, direct

relationship between parent's attitudes and their
children's behavior.
However, Gottfredson and Hirschi do concede that self
control does not have to be taught by an individual's
parents;

children whose parents have very low self control

may become high self control individuals if they are
supervised and disciplined by some other attached caretaker.
Also, there is no guarantee that a parent's high level of
self control will be transmitted to the child (recall that
there are four necessary conditions for effective childrearing.)

Children whose parents have high levels of self-

control may become low-self control individuals if they are
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not reared effectively.

If levels of self-control are not,

in fact, a direct transmission from parent to child, but
frequently stem from some other source (another guardian,
for example), the relationship between parent and child
would become blurred.
Hypothesis B:

Thus,

Parent's attitudes may be independent of

their children's attitudes and behavior.
Perhaps more likely for the relationship between
parent's attitudes and children's behavior is that there
will be a

perfect correlation in some cases (particularly

those where the children have not engaged in delinquent
behavior).

In other cases, it is likely that parent's

attitudes toward delinquency will be more restrictive than
the child's delinquency.

This is especially true in

consideration of the assumption of universal morality
inherent in this theory.

This situation illustrates two

trends simultaneously--a direct correspondence between
parent and child in some cases, and parental attitudes being
more restrictive than children's attitudes or behavior in
others.

This dual relationship is reflected in

Hypothesis C: When parent's attitudes do not correspond
directly to their children's behavior, parent's
attitudes are likely to reflect moral disapproval of
some behaviors engaged in by the children.
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Models

Analysis of these relationships involves several
issues:

the variability of attitudes and behavior, the

ability to analyze small variances in highly skewed
populations effectively, and the meaning of the results
obtained from such analysis.
Using the constructs of Gottfredson and Hirschi's
theory, I have operationalized hypotheses A through C with
log-linear models.

The use of these models allows the use

of skewed distributions, such as those of the attitudes and
behavior discussed above, and facilitates knowledge of the
pattern of the association between variables.
To identify the associations among these behavioral and
attitudinal variables, I have specified six theoretical
models, all of which have specific implications for square
tables 47 (see Table 4.2).

These models are especially

appropriate when a relationship (between respondents, over
time, or across constructs) based on the level of response
is hypothesized, or when the structure of the relationship
is theoretically important.

For the analysis, each subject

received a score from zero to nine reflecting the number of
deviant behaviors engaged in or thought to be morally

47See Goodman 1972; Bishop et al. 1975; Sobel, Hout,
and Duncan 1985; Sobel 1988 for extensive examples of the
uses of these models.
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acceptable.

The scores were then fitted into a ten by ten

bivariate table.
Models were fit by comparing the number of cases
observed in each cell of the table with the number predicted
by each model using the Generalised Linear Interactive
Modelling System of the Royal Statistical Society (version
3. 77) •

Model 1 is the intercept only model, included here for
comparison.

This model does not represent any of the

hypotheses listed, but the assertion that knowing the
distribution of the observations and the mean value of the
observations provides enough information to accurately model
the association.

This model is used for comparison with the

following models.
Model 2 is the independence model, and tests hypothesis
B--the values of one variable do not depend on the values of
the other.

In this model, the variables do not affect each

other.
Models 3-5 combine quasi-independence with several
diagonal effects.

These models are nested, and reflect

varying strengths (with model 3 being the strongest, and
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Table 4.2
Models for Attitudes and Behavior With
Corresponding Hypotheses

MODEL 1: In F1j = C
INTERCEPT ONLY
MODEL 2:ln F1j = C + B1 + Bj
(at =0)
INDEPENDENCE
Hypothesis B: Values of proffered variables do not depend on
each other.
MODEL 3: In F1i = C + Bi + Bj +d o
(at =O;do=l if i=j, 0 otherwise)
QUASI-INDEPENDENCE
Hypothesis A: Relationships will be strong, and reflect a
'diagonal' or matching effect.
MODEL 4: In F11 = C + B1 + Bj + do + d t
(at=O; d t=l if i-j=+/-l, 0 otherwise)
QUASI-INDEPENDENCE, 1ST OFF DIAGONAL
Hypothesis A: Relationships will be strong, and both
diagonal and near-diagonal effects are influential.
MODEL 5: In F11 = B1 + B7 + do + d t + d2
(at =0;d2 =1 if i-j = + -1, 0 otherwise)
QUASI-INDEPENDENCE, 1ST AND 2ND OFF-DIAGONAL
Hypothesis A: Relationships will be strong, but show effects
of diagonal and two off-diagonal influences.
MODEL 6: In F1j = B1 + B1 + do + gk
(gk=l if i=j, or i>j, U otherwise)
MODIFIED TRIANGLES PARAMETER MODEL
Hypothesis C: When relationships do not reflect a matching
effect, the value of one will generally be less than the
other.
(For example, the number of delinquent acts deemed
morally acceptable will be less than the number engaged in.)
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model 5 the weakest of this set) of hypothesis A.

Model 3

tests a strict diagonal effect, assuming one-to-one
correspondence between the variables in the analysis.
Models 4 and 5 include additional off-diagonals,
testing a near one-to-one correspondence (this allows
deviation from the diagonal in either direction, suggesting
that values of the variables will be close to each other,
but may be more or less than each other).

Model 4 allows

the values of the variables to differ by one, while Model 5
allows these values to differ by two.

All of these models

allow variation in either direction.
Model 6 is a variation of Goodman's (1972) Triangles
Parameter Model, and reflects hypothesis C.

This model

reflects relationships among the lower triangle of the
bivariate table, reflecting either perfect correspondence,
or smaller values for one indicator than the other, in a
predetermined direction.

Here, the values for the variables

may be equal, or the value of one variable (parent's
attitudes, for example) may be smaller than those of the
other variable (children's behavior, for example).
Following Sobel (1988) and general use of these models,
the models with the best fit will be used to clarify the
relationships between attitudes and behavior, and to specify
this portion of Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory.
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All models will be compared with the saturated model.
As this model fits perfectly, the difference between the fit
of this model and another model (the scaled deviance
reported in table 4.3) is assessed as a chi squared
distribution with the appropriate degrees of freedom (also
specified in table 4.3) .
Results

The results are shown in Table 4.3.

Model 1 (the intercept

model) compares the fit of the mean cell count with the
observed distribution.

As this model does not fit the

sample data for any of the relationships it is clear that
more information is necessary to specify the structure of
the association in these relationships.
Model 2 (Hypothesis B) compares the fit of the model of
independence with the observed distribution.

While this

model fits several of the relationships at an acceptable
level, it is not the best model for any of them.
Models 3-5 (Hypothesis A)

compare the fit of the model

of quasi-independence (and this model with less restrictive
off-diagonal elements included) with the observed
distribution.

While these models provide an acceptable fit

for every relationship, Model 3 (the quasi-independence
model) provides the best fit for the relationship between
parent's attitudes toward delinquency and children's
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TABLE 4.3

Fit of Log-Linear Models for the Association Among
Attitudes and Behaviors

M Parent Attitude
by Delinquency

Del Attitude
by Delinquency

Parent Attitude
by Del Attitude

2

44. 73 a
(81 )

681.5
(81)

61. 06
(81 )

3

44.71
(80)

594.58
(80)

31. 30*
(80 )

4

44.68
(79)

531. 89
(79)

31.286
(79)

5

43.71
(78 )

395.77
(78)

30.355
(78 )

6

26.05*
(71 )

112.04*
(71 )

22.771
(71 )

L2 has a chi squared distribution

(Degrees of Freedom)
M = Model #
*These models have the best fit for the relationship
specified.
NOTE: Model 1 is included only for purposes of comparison.
attitudes toward delinquency.

This indicates that

attitudes could be directly transmitted from parent to
child; it may also be a reflection of the assumption of a
single moral order. The possible confounding effects of
having caretakers other than one's parents, and incomplete
transmission of parent's attitudes to children do not show a
significant effect in this sample.

Also, the one-to-one

relationship is an appropriate hypothesis for this sample,
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and the less restrictive assumptions of near-perfect
correspondence, or correspondence skewed to reflect higher
moral standards for parents than children do not improve the
fit of the model.
Model 6 (Hypothesis C) compares the fit of a lower
triangular model, modified to include the main diagonal,
with the observed distribution.

This model provides the

best fit for the relationship between parent's attitudes and
children's delinquency and children's attitudes and their
own delinquency.

This indicates that the relationship

between attitudes and behavior reflects both the
transmission of right and wrong and the repression of
unwanted behavior.
correspondence.

In some cases, there is direct

For individuals with no attitudes favorable

to delinquency, this could, again, be a reflection of the
single moral order.

In other cases, the attitudinal score

is smaller than the behavioral score.

This confirms the

assertion that knowledge of the inappropriateness of a
behavior is not sufficient to prevent its occurrence.

For

the parent's attitudes, this confirms that parental
disapproval of delinquent behavior is not sufficient to curb
delinquency.
Consequences for The General Theory of Crime

The results from this sample help to clarify the
relationships between attitudes and behavior for parents and
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their children.

The transmission of attitudes, facilitated

by the recognition of deviant acts, reflects a one-to-one
correspondence between parents and children.

This indicates

two things: that for the average youth, societal norms are
well known on the part of both the parent and the child
(demonstrated by the large number of low scores for both
attitudinal scales), and that those parents who did not
express disapproval of every behavior are more likely to
have children with attitudes favorable to delinquency.
The relationship between attitudes and behavior,
however, is significantly more complex.

Clearly, children's

recognition of a behavior as deviant does not preclude their
engaging in it.

While there is some one-to-one

correspondence in this sample, a substantial proportion of
the children surveyed engaged in at least one behavior they
considered to be wrong.

While this is not a surprising

result, it is important for the theory.

It indicates that

more than socialization to the appropriateness of behavior
is necessary to produce children who are not delinquent.
Individuals with low self-control may very well realize the
inappropriateness of their behaviors, and engage in them
regardless.
The relationship between parent's attitudes and their
children's behavior follows from the above findings.
Clearly, even though moral evaluations of behavior are well
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transmitted from parent to child (or, perhaps, are universal
throughout society), influencing children's behavior
requires more.

Gottfredson and Hirschi suggest that this

includes both the recognition and punishment of deviant
behavior, encouraging the appreciation of long-term
consequences of behavior.
Although Gottfredson and Hirschi do not envision
attitudes as causes of behavior, these findings are relevant
to their conception of self-control.

Clearly, the

relationships they posit between self-control and childrearing have been addressed by the relationship between
attitudes and behavior, and their theory has fared well.
Specifically, the low variation in attitudinal scales
supports the concept of a universal morality.

The direct

relationship between attitudinal scales supports parental
influence on children's self-control.

The relationships

between attitudes and behavior support the premise that
behavior does not have to be approved of to be engaged in,
and that parental disapproval of behavior is not sufficient
to prohibit delinquency.

While these findings may seem

obvious, these relationships are not clearly identified in A
General Theory of Crime, and they are not the relationships
predicted by alternative theories of crime and deviance.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
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Gottfredson and Hirschi's 1990 A General Theory of
Crime has inspired much discussion and research among
criminologists.

In this work, I have clarified the

assumptions of this theory and addressed some of the
concerns of those who have been testing it.

In the

introductory chapter, I explicate the underlying assumptions
of the theory and proffer four axioms and four theorems that
summarize the concepts central to self-control theory as
written by Gottfredson and Hirschi.
The assumptions most vital to the theory are the
hedonistic quality of human nature, the continuous nature of
the self-control dimension 48 , the determination of selfcontrol in early childhood through attachment, supervision,
recognition of deviance, and punishment of deviance, and the
multitude of behaviors (both criminal and non-criminal) that
meet the criteria for low self-control.

While these

assumptions may be difficult to operationalize and test, the
theorems stemming from them are not.

The stability of self-

control, the age curve, the versatility of offending, and
the role of opportunity in the occurrence of crime are all
measurable concepts.

In chapters two, three, and four, I

48This opposes the dichotomous nature of many
positivistic traits discussed in chapters 3 and 4 of A
General Theory of Crime.
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explore the concept of opportunity and some consequences of
Gottfredson and Hirschi's conceptualization of it.
Chapter two begins with an examination of the
opportunity inherent in behavior, and uses gender
differences in rates of offending as a tool for the
specification of opportunity.

After controlling for

differences in self-control and that element of opportunity
that is inherent in specific deviant behaviors, I find that
behaviors with low male/female prevalence ratios do not have
an additional gender effect.

However, behaviors with medium

to high male/female prevalence ratios have a gender effect
that goes beyond the difference in level of self-control
between males and females.

These findings led me to the

conclusion that, in Gottfredson and Hirschi's terms, there
must be some element of opportunity that is inherent not in
the act, but in the actor.
While Gottfredson and Hirschi are quick to point out
that both self-control and opportunity are necessary for the
occurrence of crime, they do not stipulate the conditions
under which the effects of these concepts can be separated.
After establishing that both of these concepts (self-control
and opportunity) were present in the occurrence of deviant
behavior, and that there were, in fact, two elements of
opportunity present in the occurrence of most types of
deviant behavior, I was compelled to establish a measure of
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self-control that was free of both of these types of
opportunity effects.
In chapter three, I discuss several popular measures of
delinquency in light of this quest.

While established

delinquency scales serve other purposes well, none of the
traditional measurements addressed the issue of measuring
self-control independent of opportunity.

All things

considered, an attitudinal measure of self-control served
this purpose more effectively than any traditional measure.
This finding led me to explore the role of attitudes in
Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory, and delinquency theory in
general.
In chapter four, I use the basic assumptions of
Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory and the sparse comments
from A General Theory of Crime that address the role of
attitudes in the occurrence of deviant behavior to form
hypotheses about the relationship between attitudes and
behaviors.

These hypotheses address the role of parent's

and children's attitudes in children's behavior.

The

results of these analyses indicate that parent's and
children's attitudes toward deviant behavior are not highly
variable, but that children's attitudes directly reflect
parent's attitudes.

This finding supports the hypothesis

that parents transmit their attitudes to their children;
the low variation of attitudes indicates that there is one
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set of attitudes that is conveyed to all members of society.
Both of these hypotheses are consistent with Gottfredson and
Hirschi's th eory 49.
Further analysis indicated that children are likely to
engage in behaviors that they believe are wrong.

This

finding supports the hypothesis (also compatible with
Gottfredson and Hirschi's theory) that simply informing
members of society about the propriety of specific behaviors
will not prevent their occurrence, and is directly contrary
to theories that posit differential moral beliefs as causes
of crime.

Those individuals who have relatively little

knowledge of the inappropriateness of deviant behaviors do
engage in more deviance than the average individual.
However, many individuals whose attitudinal measures are
consistent with the norm engage in deviant behavior despite
the knowledge that it is inappropriate.

This is, perhaps,

the most interesting finding of this chapter.

The

congruence (or, more importantly incongruence) between the
beliefs of deviant individuals and their behavior challenges
much of the extant theory in the field of juvenile
delinquency.
49Although these hypotheses were not presented as
critical tests of the theory, some delinquency theories
posit that attitudes toward deviance are learned from other
sources (most notably, peers) or that many sets of
acceptable attitudes exist in the population. These
findings challenge those assumptions.
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The use of attitudinal items to measure self-control
facilitates Gottfredson and Hirschi's argument.

If these

attitudinal measures do reflect levels of self-control, and
most individuals who engage in deviant behavior do so while
acting in opposition to some attitude they hold, the
motivational component of crime so often proffered by other
theorists becomes a critical issue.

Gottfredson and Hirschi

assert that motivation is not part of self-control, and
while this assumption has not been tested in this work, the
attitudinal findings bear on this issue, and make its
resolution an important goal for further research.
In general, this theory has unlocked a profusion of
critical questions for delinquency research, and this work
has attempted to guide and inform researchers who chose to
accept the challenges it presents.
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APPENDIX A
DELINQUENCY ITEMS FOR OFFENSE-SPECIFIC ANALYSES
1]
2]
3]
4]
5]
6]
7]

Run away from home
Skipped class without an excuse
Thrown objects (such as rocks, snowballs, or bottles) at
cars or people
Stolen (or tried to steal) things worth $5 or less
Had sexual intercourse with a person of the opposite sex
other than your wife/husband
Stolen (or tried to steal) something worth more than $50
Broken into a building or vehicle (or tried to break in)
to steal something or just to look around

All delinquency items measured over a one year period
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APPENDIX B
SELF-CONTROL ITEMS FOR OFFENSE-SPECIFIC ANALYSES
Behavioral Measures of Self-control
1] Alcoholic beverage use
2] Marijuana/hashish use
3] Made obscene telephone calls, such as such as calling
someone and saying dirty things
4] Avoided paying for such things as movies, bus or subway
rides, and food
5] Used force (strong-arm methods) to get money or things
from other students
6] Taken a vehicle for a ride (drive) without the owner's
permission
All behaviors measured for a one year period.
Attitudinal Measures of Self-control
7] It's important to be honest with your parents, even if
they become upset or you get punished
8] To stay out of trouble, it is sometimes necessary to lie
to teachers
9] At school it is sometimes necessary to play dirty in
order to win
10] You can make it in school without having to cheat on
exams/tests
11] It may be necessary to break some of your parent's rules
in order to keep some of your friends
For items 7-11, respondents were asked to rank agreement on
a 5 point Likert scale. Respondents were assigned a score
of 0 (indicating higher self-control) if they strongly
disagreed or disagreed with items 2,3,5 (others were
assigned a score of 1); they were assigned a score of 0 if
they strongly agreed or agreed with items 1,4 (others were
assigned a score of 1).
12] Purposely damage or destroy property that does not
belong to him/her
13] Steal something worth less than $5
14] Hit or threaten to hit someone without any reason
15] Break into a vehicle or building to steal something
16] Steal something worth more than $50
For items 12-16, respondents were asked how wrong it is for
someone their age to engage in each behavior. For each
item, respondents were assigned a score of 0 if they felt it
was wrong or very wrong to engage in each behavior, 1
otherwise. All ten items are positively correlated at the
.01 level or better. Correlations range in magnitude from
.07 to .48.
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APPENDIX C
GENERAL DELINQUENCY B ITEMS
Responses to the following questionnaire items were recorded
as frequencies in response to the question, "How many times
in the last year have you"
GD1-stolen, . (or tried to steal) a motor vehicle, such as a
car or motorcycle.
GD2-stolen (or tried to steal) something worth more than
$50.
GD3-knowingly bought, sold or held stolen goods (or tried to
do any of these things).
GD4-run away from home
GD5-carried a hidden weapon other than a plain pocket knife.
GD6-stolen (or tried to steal) things worth $5 or less.
GD7-attacked someone with the idea of seriously hurting or
killing him/her.
GDB-been paid for having sexual relations with someone.
GDg-had sexual intercourse with a person of the opposite sex
other than your wife/husband.
GD10-been involved in gang fights.
GD11-sold marijuana or hashish. ("pot", "grass", "hash")
GD12-hitchhiked where it was illegal to do so
GD13-stolen money or other things from your parents or other
members of your family.
GD14-hit (or threatened to hit) other students.
GD15-been loud, rowdy, or unruly in a public place
(disorderly conduct) .
GD16-taken a vehicle for a ride (drive) without the owner's
permission.
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GD17-bought or provided liquor for a minor.
GD18-had (or tried to have) sexual relations with someone
against their will.
GD19-used force (strong-arm methods) to get money or things
from other students.
GD20-used force (strong-arm methods) to get money or things
from a teacher or other adult at school.
GD21-used force (strong-arm methods) to get money or things
from other people (not students or teachers) .
GD22-stolen (or tried to steal) things worth between $5 and
$50.
GD23-broken into a building or vehicle (or tried to break
in) to steal something or just look around.
GD24-begged for money or things from strangers.
Scale items from Elliott et al. (1985).
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APPENDIX D
CONTEXTUAL ATTITUDINAL ITEMS AND TOBACCO USE ITEMS
Contextual Attitude Items
1]

It's important to be honest with your parents, even if
they become upset or you get punished
2] To stay out of trouble, it is sometimes necessary to lie
to teachers
3] You are better off without friends if you have to break
laws or rules to keep them
4] Making a good impression is more important than telling
the truth to friends
5] At school it is sometimes necessary to play dirty in
order to win
6] It's okay to lie if it keeps your friends out of
trouble.
7] Making a good impression is more important than telling
the truth to parents
8] In order to gain the respect of your friends, it's
sometimes necessary to beat up on other kids
9] You can make it in school without having to cheat on
exams/tests
10] You have to be willing to break some rules if you want
to be popular with your friends
11] Sometimes it's necessary to lie to your parents to keep
their trust
12] It is important to do your own work at school even if it
means some kids won't like you
13] It may be necessary to break some of your parent's rules
in order to keep some of your friends
14] Making a good impression is more important than telling
the truth to teachers
For all items, respondents were asked to rank agreement on a
5 point Likert scale. Respondents were assigned a score of
o (indicating higher self-control) if they strongly
disagreed or disagreed with items 2,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,13,14
(others were assigned a score of 1); they were assigned a
score of 0 if they strongly agreed or agreed with items
1,3,9,12 (others were assigned a score of 1).
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Tobacco Use Items
1] During the past year, have you used tobacco?
This item is coded as yes (1) or no (0). If the response is
yes, question 2 is administered.
2] Which response best describes how often you have used
tobacco?
The response categories are once or twice, once every 2-3
months, once a month, once every 2-3 weeks, once a week,2-3
times a week, once a day, 2-3 times a day or more.
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APPENDIX E
ATTITUDE TOWARD DELINQUENCY ITEMS AND
CORRESPONDING DELINQUENCY AND
PARENTAL ATTITUDE TOWARD DELINQUENCY ITEMS
Attitude Toward Delinquency Items
1] Cheat on a school test
2] Purposely damage or destroy property that does not
belong to him/her
3] Use marijuana or hashish
4] Steal something worth less than $5
5] Hit or threaten to hit someone without any reason
6] Use alcohol
7] Break into a building or vehicle to steal something
8] Sell hard drugs such as heroin, cocaine, and LSD
9] Steal something worth more than $50
All items were prefaced with the statement, "How wrong is it
for someone your age to", and response categories include
very wrong, wrong, a little wrong, and not wrong at all.
Responses of very wrong or wrong were coded as 0, a little
bit wrong, not wrong at all as 1.
Corresponding Delinquency Items
1] Cheated on school tests
2] Purposely damage or destroy property belonging to a
school, your parents or other family members, or other
property that did not belong to you*
3] Use marijuana or hashish
4] Stolen (or tried to steal) things worth $5 or less
5] Hit (or threatened to hit) a teacher or other adult at
school, one of your parents, or other students*
6] Use alcoholic beverages
7] Broken into a building or vehicle (or tried to break in)
to steal something or just to look around
8] Sold hard drugs such as heroin, cocaine, and LSD
9] Stolen (or tried to steal) something worth more than $50
All items were prefaced with the statement, "how many times
in the past year have you". Responses were dichotomized,
and those respondents who had not engaged in the behavior in
the past year were assigned a score of 0, those who had were
assigned a score of 1.
*These items were created from a composite of three
questions.
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Parental Attitude Toward Delinquency Items
1] Cheat on school tests
2] Purposely damage or destroy property
3] Use marijuana or hashish
4] Steal something worth less than $5
5] Hit someone
6] Use alcohol
7] Break into a building or vehicle to steal something
8] Use hard drugs such as heroin, cocaine, and LSD
9] Steal something worth more than $50
All items were prefaced with the statement, "How wrong is it
for adolescents to", and response categories include very
wrong, wrong, a little wrong, and not wrong at all.
Responses of very wrong or wrong were coded as 0, a little
bit wrong, not wrong at all as 1.
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APPENDIX F
CELL COUNTS FOR LOG-LINEAR MODELS
Parent Attitude by Youth Attitude
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Parent Attitude by Youth Behavior
Parent Attitude
Y
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Youth Attitude by Youth Behavior
Youth Attitude
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